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The beginnings are made
The Breed Committee Jumping came up with the idea of organizing a licensing of just 
jumpers within the framework of a horse show, the Hannoveraner Show Jumper-Masters. 
The goal was to give the young Hannoveraner show jumpers their own platform and to 
put them in the spotlight all by themselves. The beginning has been made and the 
licensing of jumper stallions at the beginning of December showed that this concept of 
more strongly linking the sport with breeding works. From an organizational point of 
view, the various parts of the event have to be better coordinated in the future, but in 
terms of content, the debut was successful.
By Ulrich Hahne
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Breeder: Siegfried Buhl, Syke, exhibitor: Jens Buhl, Syke
65,000 Euros, Van de Helle Stud, Belgium

A stallion with sporting ambition and seemingly boundless scope. 
Over the jump he opened up very well in the back, plus quickness and 
reflexes. He is athletic and sporty in cut.

Bay by Conthargos/Kannan10 Photo: Beelitz

B.: Jasmin Leymann, Bassum, exh.: Böckmann horses GmbH, Lastrup
130,000 Euross, USA

A typey, athletic stallion from the best dam line with top genetics. He 
came to the jump with traction and is endowed with the best ability 
and great cleverness. In addition, he has a powerful canter. 

Grey by Checkter/Stolzenberg7 Photo: Fellner

Statistics
Licensed stallions
Applied for pre-inspection 124 stallions

Presented at the licensing 34 stallions

Licensed 18 stallions

Not licensed 16 stallions

Participants in stallion sales 15 stallions

Sold 15 stallions

Net proceeds 816,000.00 Euross

Average price 54,400.00 Euross

Top price 130,000.00 Euross

Lowest price 20,000.00 Euross

Price range
25,000 to 49,999 Euross 8 stallions

50,000 Euros and more 7 stallions

Sales by areas
Germany 5 Belgium 2

CZE 2 France 1

Switzerland 1 USA 4

With 34 stallions, a comparatively large collec-
tion of jumping stallions was admitted, 

which was selected during the three-day central 
stallion pre-selection in Verden. This licensing coll-
ection was clearly sport-oriented. More often than 
last time, sport successes of the dams or very close 
relatives was available. It can be assumed that the 
stallions of this collection will also find their way 
into the sport, because most of them were sold 
into sport-supporting hands. However, it would 
have been desirable that one or the other stallion 
would also get his chance in breeding, but stallion 
owners hardly participated at the first OnLive-Auc-
tion of the Hannoveraner Verband on Saturday 
evening. 

It was bitter cold on Thursday on the paved track 
and during the first free-jumping in the small are-
na. The conditions for stallions and visitors were 
not easy. Many stallions rushed and did not relax 
much. What had worked well in 2020 and had eli-
cited positive reactions, must be questioned after 
2021. After a day of rest, Saturday started with the 
second free-jumping in the Niedersachsenhalle 
and the announcement of the licensing results. 
Many of the stallions performed much better, so 
that the licensing committee, which included the 
successful show jumper-riders and Hannoveraner 
breeders Franz Bormann and Dieter Smitz for the 
first time, finally awarded 18 positive licensing re-
sults. Six stallions were awarded a premium inclu-
ding a three-year-old. Another innovation of the 
licensing was to also admit three- and four-year-
old stallions. 

Chaclight by Chacfly PS/Sunlight xx (breeder: Egest 
Thaden, Varel), however, was the only stallion in 
this age group to be licensed. The dark bay stallion, 
who was born late in the year, had missed the ad-
mission to the licensing last year. The following li-
censing in December of 2020 also was not suc-
cessful for him. But his owner Ekke Thaden conti-
nued to believe in him, presented him at the free-
jumping competition in March, where he was 
crowned Champion, gave him another summer off 
turning him out onto the pasture, and then presen-
ted him again for the stallion pre-selection. Nicely 
matured, the dark bay was able to show off his 
strengths to the fullest in the fall. He exhibited po-
werful jumping ability and fast reactions; his per-
formance under the rider demonstrated his true 
strength: his interior. Instead of the first free-jum-
ping, this stallion completed a few small jumps 
under saddle on Thursday evening in the Nieder-
sachsenhalle. There he was able to prove his quali-
ties, which he had demonstrated in the free-jum-
ping chute, also under the rider. He found a new 
home in France. The dedicated sponsor E2K-horses 
bought him on the stallion sales for 105,000 Eu-
ross and will place him in the hands of the French 
top rider Marc Dilasser. A great success for 
Chaclight‘s owner Ekke Thaden, who was rewar-
ded for believing in his horse. This is a great start 
for adding three-and-four-year old stallions to 
Verden’s stallion sales, an exemplary beginning for 
the future. 

A typy, grey stallion by Checkter/Stolzenberg 
(breeder: Jasmin Leymann, Bassum; exhibitor: 

The beginnings are made
The Breed Committee Jumping came up with the idea of organizing a licensing of just 
jumpers within the framework of a horse show, the Hannoveraner Show Jumper-Masters. 
The goal was to give the young Hannoveraner show jumpers their own platform and to 
put them in the spotlight all by themselves. The beginning has been made and the 
licensing of jumper stallions at the beginning of December showed that this concept of 
more strongly linking the sport with breeding works. From an organizational point of 
view, the various parts of the event have to be better coordinated in the future, but in 
terms of content, the debut was successful.
By Ulrich Hahne
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Breeder and exhibtor: SR Sportpferde, Leipzig
72,000 Euross, State Stud Celle

A still young horse that descends from the current Hannoveraner 
Show Jumping Champion of six-year-olds. He jumps with ease, good 
reflexes and a lot of scope. Light in type and make, he keeps the 
overview in the free jumping line. 

Doom Pur by Doom SR/Aktion Pur21 Photo: Beelitz

Breeder and exhibitor: Matthias Schäffer, Bremervörde
75,000 Euross, USA

Over the jump this brown stallion is a rubber ball, yet wiry and 
modern. He is always focused on the jump and has good reflexes. 
Everything looks very easy and simple when he jumps.

Brown by Diacontinus/Stolzenberg15 Photo: LL-Photo

 1  Dark bay by Air King/Diarado 
B.: Familie Eitenmüller, Mossautal 
Exh.: Reinhold Eitenmüller, Mossautal

 2  Bay by Argento Vivo/Contendro 
B. a. exh.: Norbert Bramlage, Dinklage

11  Dark bay by Conthargos/Stanfour 
B. a. exh.: Frank Schlesier, Otterndorf

16  Bay by Diamant de Plaisir/Cador 
B. a. exh.: Jan Crome-Sperling, Lutter

18  Bay by Diamant de Plaisir/Chacco-Blue 
B. a. exh.: Johannes zur Lage, Bersenbrück

19  Brown by Don Diarado/Cornet Obolensky 
B. a. exh.: Elmgestüt “Drei Eichen“, Königslutter

26  Bay by Karajan/Canturano 
B.: Wilhelm Bollhorst, Wetschen, Exh.: BG Sport-
pferde Kools, Schafmeyer und Bollhorst, Diepholz

28  Chestnut by Ogano Sitte/Comte 
B.: Gudrun und Heinrich Luttmann, Klein Heins 
Exh.: Gudrun Luttmann, Klein Heins

31  Dark bay by Stakkato/Cornet Obolensky 
B. a. exh.: Karl-Henning Rollwage, Bockenem

33  Bay by Tangelo by d. Zuuthoeve/Zapatero VDL 
B.: Birgit Lennartz, Geldern 
Exh.: Hengststation Ferienhof Stücker, Weeze

34  Bay by Vagabond de la Pomme/Lordanos 
B.: Thomas Lüke, Steinheim 
Exh.: Werner Burkhart, Sonthofen

36  Bay by Zinedine/Clinton 
B. a. exh.: horseszucht Dr. Jacobs GbR, Bierbergen

Further licensed stallion

Böckmann horses GmbH, Lastrup) was the top sel-
ler of the collection of jumper stallions. He sold to 
the USA for 130,000 Euross. His dam is the half-
sister of Fine Lady, who won the bronze medal at 
the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro with 
Canada‘s Eric Lamaze. His granddam Dorina is the 
Hannoveraner Mare Of The Year 2018. With Stol-
zenberg, Drosselklang II and Grannus, he carries 
the best Hannoveraner performance blood on the 
dam side of his pedigree. His sire Checkter is out of 
one of the best Hannoveraner dam lines, the line of 
Norm. His presentations in Verden were a reflec-
tion on this genetic performance potential. At the 
first free-jumping he was still a bit too eager, but 
already showing good reflexes and elasticity. At 
the second free- jumping, he played out his poten-
tial to the fullest and exhibited the desired clever-
ness. With him, a stallion travels to the USA that 
one would have liked to see as the sire of future 
Hannoveraner horses in Germany. When this year’s 
stallion vintage was born, Stolzenberg was named 
Hannoveraner Stallion Of The Year. He is the dam‘s 

sire of three of the six premium stallions. Last year, 
two of five premium stallions descended from 
dams by Stolzenberg. This impressively underlines 
the importance of this stallion from the State Stud 
Celle for the breeding of Hannoveraner show jum-
pers. 

Breeding and sport
A wonderful link between the Hannoveraner Jum-
ping Masters and the licensing was the stallion 
with head number 10, a son of Conthargos/Kan-
nan bred by Siegfried Buhl and owned by Jens 
Buhl, Syke. His dam Vivid Voyage participated in 
the Masters, while her son was licensed and awar-
ded a premium. Altogether, six exhibitors and/or 
trainers at the licensing also appeared in the Mas-
ters. Another proof that two events can grow to-
gether. The age-appropriately, well developed bay 
stallion had been well prepared at the breeder‘s 
home. He showed his ability at the jump in an op-
timal way. Equipped with quickness and good re-
flexes, he also convinced with his athleticism. He 
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Breeder: Egest Thaden, Varel, exh.: Ekke Thaden, Varel 
105,000 Euros, France

He wants to do everything right and he can do it. A horse that inspires 
with a top interior. He is “on“ when it counts and is always with the 
rider. In addition, a pedigree that is refined with thoroughbred. Spirit, 
willingness to perform and scope meet.

Chaclight by Chacfly PS/Sunlight xx38 Photo: Beelitz

Breeder and exhibitor: Dr. Carsten Haack, Freiburg
88,000 Euross, USA

A highly elastic and noble stallion, who presented himself relaxed and 
powerfully in his movements and at the fence. Seeing him together 
with his dam and granddam in the show programme gave a good 
overall picture.

Chestnut by Zinedream/Stolzenberg37 Photo:Fellner

Statistics
Not licensed stallions
Number of stallions 15 stallions

Sold 15 stallions

Net proceeds 316,000 Euross

Average price 21,066.66 Euross

Top price 38,000.00 Euross

Lowest price 13,000.00 Euross

Price range
10,000 to 24,999 Euross 12 stallions

25,000 Euros and more 3 stallions

Sales by areas
Germany 10

Belgium 1 Finland 1

Sweden 1 CZE 1

USA 1

found a new home in Belgium at the breeding 
farm van de Helle. Paul Mais belongs to the group 
of regular customers of Verden’s stallion sales just 
as the Brondeel family from De Breemersen Stud, 
who also took a licensed stallion from the best 
dam line to Belgium. The brown by Don Diarado/
Cornet Obolensky carried head number 19. 

A brown by Diacontinus/Stolzenberg with head 
number 15 was like a rubber ball in the free-jum-
ping lanes during all presentations. Matthias 
Schäffer from Bremervörde, who participated in 
the Masters, had bred him and exhibited him in 
Verden. The positive and youthful looking stallion 
with a medium frame convinced with his freshness 
and his attentiveness at the fences. His elasticity 
especially is noteworthy. This premium stallion will 
also leave Germany for his new home in the USA. 
The same applies to a very typy, powerfully moving 
chestnut stallion by Zinedream/Stolzenberg, bred 
and owned by Dr. Carsten Haack, Freiburg. This 
stallion would also have done well on the triangle. 
He certainly did not exhibit any weaknesses in his 
jumping skills, since jumping is his special discipli-
ne. His dam, already produced two state stud stal-
lions in Celle and Moritzburg, Camp Nou and Ze-
negro. Like his full brother, Zenegro was not only 
licensed last year, but also awarded a premium. 
Reason enough to present his dam Hann.Pr.St. 
Santa Cruze in the show program. She was shown 
together with her dam St.Pr.St. Cassandra by Con-
tendro, also a stallion dam. Thus, the award cerem-
ony of this premium stallion became a very special 
experience for Dr. Carsten Haack. The destinations 
of these five premium stallions are France, Belgium 

and the USA. Only one premium stallion will re-
main in Germany. The State Stud Celle secured a 
fine and noble son of Doom SR/Aktion Pur (bree-
der/owner: SR Sport Horses, Leipzig). His sire is no 
stranger, even though he is not much in the spot-
light with respect to breeding. The Diarado/Con-
tendro son Doom SR (breeder: Breeding Farm 
Greim, Bärnau) won the Hannoveraner Show Jum-
ping Championships in July with Harm Lahde. This 
young stallion, who completed the lot of premium 
stallions, was fast reacting and powerful. 

In total, only this one out of 18 licensed stallions 
was sold to a German stallion owner. Two others, 
however, remain in the possession of a stallion ow-
ner, as they were only presented for the licensing 
in Verden. One is a dark bay son of Argento Vivo 
out of a dam by Contendro, bred by his owner Nor-
bert Bramlage in Bünne. This stallion jumped with 
good overview. In his overall appearance, he see-
med almost perfect and will certainly be a worthy 
successor of his sire at the breeding station Bram-
lage. In addition, the colorful stallion by Tangelo 
van de Zuuthoeve/Zapatero VDL bred by Birgit 
Lennartz, Geldern, will probably be available to 
Hannoveraner breeders in the future. The very po-
werfully jumping, solidly built stallion will remain 
at the stallion station called Ferienhof Stücker in 
Weeze. Two licensed stallions will find a new home 
with a regular customer in the Czech Republic: the 
full brother of Stakkolensky by Stakkato/Cornet 
Obolensky (breeder and exhibitor: Karl-Henning 
Rollwage, Bockenem) as well as a bay by Diamant 
de Semilly/Chacco-Blue (breeder and exhibitor: Jo-
hannes zur Lage, Bersenbrück). The Staj Mustang 
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in Lucina is home to many successful Hannovera-
ner stallions. Some of these are used directly or via 
stallion owners in Germany – often also in the cen-
tre of the breeding area. The stallion sales took a 
very positive course. An increase was recorded in 

Dieter Smitz: “We don‘t need to hide!“

Mr. Smiz, for the first time you stood in the 
licensing commission. As a successful jum-
per rider and trainer, you are also involved 
in breeding and have already brought a li-
censed stallion to the stallion sales. How 
did you experience the licensing days of the 
show jumping stallions? 

Dieter Smitz: “After the pre-selection, I expected 
to see great stallions from great lines in the Nie-
dersachsenhalle – and that was the case. Many 
international producers on the sire side met up 
with our good Hannoveraner mare lines. They 
were a good match. The cooperation with Markus 
Beerbaum, Jörg Münzner, Franz Bormann and 
breeding director Ulrich Hahne was super, there 
was a true unity.“

What particularly struck you while judging 
the stallions?  

Dieter Smitz: “When I select show jumpers for the 
sport, I almost only pay attention to the predispo-
sition for jumping. But with stallions, the confor-
mation is of utmost importance as well. The legs 
have to be strong and correct. 

I have come to realize that this is really important. 
The commission has to be much more critical than, 
for example, in the free-jumping competition. And 
rightly so. Only the best got good marks. I might 
not have been quite as critical in the evaluation of 
the basic gaits.“

How did the stallions develop from Thurs-
day, when they were delivered and comple-
ted the first free-jumping in the warm-up 
area, to the day of the licensing and the 
free-jumping in the Niedersachsenhalle?  

Dieter Smitz: “When it came down to it, the horses 
jumped above average. That was not the case on 
Thursday. But it was incredibly cold and many were 
unable to fully develop their true potential. Overall, 
the stallions developed positively since the pre-
selection. With Saturday‘s free-jumping, we don‘t 
need to hide in Hannover!“

For the first time a three-year-old was at 
the main licensing. He was awarded a pre-
mium. What were his strengths?  

Dieter Smitz: “It is very rare that a three-year-old 
under saddle canters to the jump with such regu-
larity as Chaclight did. And that in the big arena. 
That was really good.“

The licensing of the jumping stallions was 
embedded in the Hannoveraner Jumping 
Masters. Was that a good decision? 

Dieter Smitz: “Of course I had good experiences at 
the debut of the Masters last year, when I was vi-
ce-champion in the six-year-old class with my Fa-
vorite Fleur S. It was a great idea. It‘s a great idea 
that has been well received and needs to develop 
further.“ n

The show jumping rider and trainer 
Dieter Smitz was a member of the 
licensing commission for the first 
time. Photo: Fellner

As part of the show programme, 
the breeders of the Hannoveraner 
eventing horse champions were 
honoured. Photo: Fellner

all areas (top price, average price, number of stalli-
ons sold, licensed and non-licensed) compared to 
the previous year. In addition to the generally posi-
tive sales situation, the good basic quality of the 
stallions certainly contributed to this. n

Information
Licensing 

Disallow of licensing result
The routine medication control (blood sample) of 
the licensed stallions on the occasion of the Han-
noveraner jumping stallion licensing on December 
4th, 2021, showed a positive result for the subs-
tance Acepromacin in the stallion with the head 
number 7 by Checkter/Stolzenberg. This finding 
was confirmed by the analysis of the B-sample. The 
information about the findings and the further 

procedure was communicated to Böckmann hor-
ses GmbH as exhibitor. To present the facts, the 
exhibitor submitted a veterinary confirmation to 
the Hannoveraner Verband that the stallion had 
been treated with a medication containing acepro-
macin for clipping prior to the licensing. 

In accordance with the statutes, the positive result 
at the licensing for the above-mentioned stallion is 
revoked. The medication of the stallion is a violati-
on of the statutes, in the context of which further 
measures will be decided. A new presentation of 
the stallion for licensing is possible in principle n
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The bay by Casalido/Contendro (breeder and ex-
hibitor: Guido Köster, Grasberg) was auctioned 
off as the most expensive unlicensed stallion 
for 38,000 Euross to the customer from Florida, 
who had secured three premium stallions.  
Photo: Fellner

The report about the licensing already re-
flected that the change of the system was 

unusual and unpredictable. Because of the 
discipline-specific and temporal separation, 
the effects on the marketing of stallions were 
uncertain, although the new event concept 
was not entered into blindly. In addition, af-
ter many months of online-only marketing, 
the dressage and jumping stallion saless pro-
vided insight, which influenced but also offe-
red security for implementing the medium-
term auction concept.

The dressage stallion sales was to tie in with 
the well-known auction atmosphere, the 
well-known exchange of information among 
the people and the enthusiasm for special 
bidding duels. Therefore, a conscious decision 
was made to turn away from the online-only 
marketing of the past months. A live broad-
cast of the stallion sales on the internet was 
not offered – this was an unpleasant surprise 
for many viewers at home after one-and-a-
half years of abstinence from running events 
in pre-Covid style. The compact event sche-
dule and the relatively late announcement of 
the stallion licensing results kept the interes-
ted parties and spectators in the Niedersach-
senhalle. 

However, the limited number of spectators 
prevented the atmosphere to rise high during 
the auction. The individual auction results 
and the interest of bidders indicate that the 
discipline-specific separation was not a rea-
son for dressage enthusiasts to stay away 

from Verden. The advertisement of the dres-
sage stallions, which participated in the li-
censing, led to the expectation that a broad 
basis of desirable stallions would be presen-
ted. The separation of the disciplines was 
therefore not detrimental to the dressage 
segment as a whole. However, the fact that 

Back to  
the future
The licensings and stallion sales of the 
Hannoveraner Verband are over. The year 2021 
differs from previous years in several facets. The 
stallion saless can be described as satisfactory.
By Wilken Treu

some visitors were not able to satisfy their 
dressage and jumping interests within one 
event remains a disadvantage of the current 
event concept and that cannot be ignored. 
Unlike in previous years, five different buyers 
purchased the five premium stallions that 
were up for sale. The buyers included interes-
ting and much frequented stallion stations. 
Even if the auction location Verden can not 
develop a preference towards individual inte-
rested parties, the acceptance of bids seems 
to be an important indicator in terms of the 
independence and medium-term commit-
ment of the exhibitors to the auction. 

There were discussions before, during and 
after the auction about the meaningfulness 
of a live auction in view of the online bidding 
that has almost become a matter of course. 
All the more the conviction grew that the 
stallion sales for jumper stallions needed to 
be offered as the first hybrid auction. And so 
it was; four weeks later, the first OnLive-Auc-
tion of the Hannoveraner Verband started. 
The decisive difference to the stallion sales 
dressage was that the speedy interaction 
between the live bids of the, as expected, li-
mited number of spectators in the stands and 
the online bidding created a vibrant atmos-
phere. The online bids spurred on the auction 
activities and auctioneer Bernd Hickert awar-
ded one third of the bids to online customers 
– some of which had still been in the Nieder-
sachsenhalle, when the licensing decisions 
were announced.

The results of the stallion sales jumping are 
definitely gratifying. Almost all premium stal-
lions were sold in a price bracket, which ex-
ceeded the highest prices of several previous 
years. Unlike in the dressage sector, three 
premium stallions went to one and the same 
American address and are not available for 
breeding. However, the fact that the auction 
created two six-figure sale prices gives the 
perception of the event a necessary boost. 
Furthermore, the exhibitors must have regis-
tered that the addition of three- and four-
year-old stallions to the licensing of jumping 
stallions also is a promising alternative for 
the sales result. 

In conclusion, it is safe to say that the licen-
sing and the stallion sales have not lost their 
appeal. However, the development of the 
high-profile auctions towards a live auction 
2.0 in form of a hybrid auction seems to be 
emerging. n
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Second round  
of the Masters
The second edition of the Hannoveraner Jumping 
Masters was the sporting framework for Verden’s 
stallion licensing and celebrated four beaming 
winners with Canela Fight, Mario, Diatendra and 
Crazy Daisy.
By Britta Züngel

The first winners at the Masters were determi-
ned on Friday; 26 Hannoveraner horses compe-

ted in the final for four-year-olds. The Canstakko/
Fighting Alpha-daughter Canela Fight (breeder: 
Frank Johannsen, Buxtehude) won the title in an 
L-level jumper horse class with a score of 8.8. An-
tonia Neuburg presented the typy Hannoveraner 
premium prospect. The pair had already won the 
qualification with a convincing performance. Ca-
nela Fight is a true serial winner. The grey mare, 
whose dam St.Pr.St. Fighting‘s Gala was success-
fully ridden by her breeder Frank Johannsen in 
1.50 metre-jumping competitions, already has six 
victories to her name. Hann.Pr.A. Catch Me M by 
Cador/Silvio (breeder: Peter Mahler, Neuhaus/
Oste) finished in second place with Tim-Uwe Hoff-
mann. Catch Me M had already won the Hannove-
raner Show Jumping Championships in July – at 
that time with rider Christian Temme. She descends 
from a highly awarded family. Her dam, which was 
awarded the If-prize at the Herwart von der De-
cken-Show in 2020, is a sister of the Herwart von 

der Decken-champion mare Hann.Pr.St. Coco M. At 
the same time, Peter Mahler presented her son by 
Grey Top at the licensing, however, he left the Nie-
dersachsenhalle as an unlicensed stallion. Two 
horses finished third: Companero PJ by Comme il 
faut/Quality Time (breeder: Horse Breeding Dr. Ja-
cobs GbR, Bierbergen) with Roman Duchac, who 
had found a new owner at Verden’s auction in Ap-
ril 2021 and had placed fourth in the Hannovera-
ner Show Jumping Championships three months 
later, as well as the Contendro/Graf Top son Con-
tendro KA (breeder: Karsten Asendorf, Morsum) 
with Alexa Stais.

Family member Daisy
The class for six-year-olds was very exciting. Just as 
in the qualifier, they competed in a M**-jumping 
class in the final. Harm Wiebusch, who rode his 
Mario by Marius Claudius/Graf Grannus (breeder: 
ZG Wulf, Schillsdorf), proved to have the best ner-
ves of the 23 competitors in the demanding jump-
off and won the title in superior style. His large 
chestnut completed the course in a fast pace, 
which allowed him to use longer distances. He 
snatched the victory from Alexa Stais and the Stak-
kato/Werther-daughter Seniora (breeder: ZG Man-
fred Kregel and Anton Schindele, Laatzen). She had 
also been awarded the Hannoveraner premium 
and was decorated with the Ic-prize at the Herwart 
von der Decken-Show. Bronze went to Daisy and 
Julia Plate. The Diarado/Canstakko-daughter is out 
of the family’s own breeding program and compe-
ted at the Bundeschampionat last year. The pair 
experienced a blessing in disguise: They had so 
much momentum that the last pole fell and rider 
and horse separated after crossing the finish-line. 
It still was the fastest four-penalty round. Daisy is 
a real family member. Julia Plate not only rode mo-
ther Canberra and grandmother Limbiskit to victo-
ries and placings all the way to the Eurospean Ju-
nior Championships, great-grandmother Celine 
competed with Julia Plate‘s parents Ulf and Ulrika 
before going on to compete internationally with 
Julia Plate, who was 15 at the time. 

The winners of the Hannoveraner 
Jumping Masters (from left to right): 
Canela Fight with Antonia Neuburg, 
Diatendra with Roman Duchac and 
Mario with Harm Wiebusch.
Photos: Fellner
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Four-year-olds  
1.  Hann.Pr.A. Canela Fight  

by Canstakko/Fighting Alpha 
B.: Frank Johannsen, Buxtehude 
R.: Antonia Neuburg

2.  Hann.Pr.A. Catch Me M by Cador/Silvio 
B.: Peter Mahler, Neuhaus 
R.: Tim-Uwe Hoffmann

3.  Companero PJ (VA)  
by Comme il faut/Quality Time 
B.: horseszucht Dr. Jacobs GbR, Bierbergen 
R.: Roman Duchac

3.  Contendro KA by Contendro/Graf Top 
B.: Karsten Asendorf, Beppen, r.: Alexa Stais

5.  Crumble Cheescake K by Crumble/Chasseur 
B.: Martin Klintworth, Ohrensen 
R.: Ole Klintworth

Five-year-olds  
1.  Diatendra (VA) by Diatendro/Carolus  

B.: Michael Schenk, Niendorf, r.: Roman Duchac

2.  Toujolow by Toulon/Goldfever 
B.: Norbert Bramlage, Dinklage 
R.: Alexa Stais

3.  Clinton‘s Edelbiene by Clinton‘s Heart/Zacharias 
B.: Dietrich Brünjes, Alfstedt, r.: Melissa Fricke

4.  Hann.Pr.A. Spiffy Flight GR 
 by Streetfighter/Calido 
B.: Günter Rodenberg, Diepenau 
R.: Jessica Freye

5.  Kalia vom Burgdamm by Kannan/Quattro B 
B.: Jörg Hoffmann, Rhade, r.: Tim-Uwe Hoffmann

Six-year-olds  
1.  Mario by Marius Claudius/Graf Grannus  

B.: Andrea und Norbert Wulf, Schillsdorf 
R.: Harm Wiebusch

2.  Hann.Pr.A. Seniora by Stakkato/Werther 
B.: ZG Manfred Kregel u. Anton Schindele, Laatzen 
R.: Alexa Stais

3.  Daisy by Diarado/Canstakko 
B.: Ulf Plate, Oldendorf, r.: Julia Plate

4.  Da Vinci by Diacontinus/Wanderer 
B.: Birgit Rugen, Drochtersen, r.: Jens Löhden

5.  DJ K (VA) by Diacontinus/Stolzenberg 
B.: Manfred Kischio, Sehnde 
R.: Enrico Süßenbach

Seven- and eight-year-olds  
1.  Crazy Daisy (VA) by Chacco-Blue/Graf Top 

B.: Joachim Schwarze, Oberndorf, r.: Alexa Stais

2.  Lucato Mad Jo by Ludwigs As/Stakkato 
B.: Jochen Meyer, Allwörden 
R.: Alexa Stais

3.  Suzi Quatro (VA) by Stakkato/Espri 
B.: Tessa Pfeil, Elmlohe 
R.: Enrico Süßenbach

4.  Hann.Pr.St. I‘m Special Laisa  
by I‘m Special de Muze/Acodetto 
B.: Frank Johannsen, Buxtehude 
R.: Thies Johannsen

5.  Van der Vaart R by Van Helsing/Hinault 
B.: Susanne und Volker Redderberg, Ahrensboek 
R.: Christian Riedinger

The five-year-olds also had to ride against the 
clock in the final. Eight out of 27 participants made 
it into the jump-off, only one remained penalty-
free until the very end: Verden’s former auction 
horse Hann.Pr.A. Diatendra by Diatendro/Carolus 
(breeder: Michael Schenk, Niendorf) won the white 
and yellow winner‘s sash with Roman Duchac. 
Only six months earlier, at the broodmare test, she 
had picked up a 9.5 for ability and jumping intelli-
gence, which she also proved at the Jumping Hor-
se Masters. The pair had finished the introductory 
class at the L-level in third place. With the fastest 
time but one jumping fault, Alexa Stais won ano-
ther siecond-place ribbon with her Toulon/Goldfe-
ver son Toujolow (breeder: Norbert Bramlage, Din-
klage), after placing third in the class for 
four-year-olds and second in the class for six-year-
olds. He, too, had been among the best in the qua-
lification with a second placement. Third place 

went to the Clinton‘s Heart/Zacharias-daughter 
Clinton‘s Edelbiene (breeder: Dietrich Brünjes, 
Alfstedt) and rider Melissa Fricke. The grey mare, 
like the two international, top show jumpers Prinz 
Oldenburg and Le Patron, goes back to the found-
ation mare Jessica. She did not get off to a good 
start loosing a good placement on the first day 
with a jumping fault at the last fence. 

The last winners of the Masters were celebrated in 
the Niedersachsenhalle in the division for seven- 
and eight-year-olds. Again it was Alexa Stais who 
triumphed. The South African won the advanced 
(S*-) level show jumping competition with Hann.
Pr.A. Crazy Daisy by Chacco-Blue/Graf Top (bree-
der: Joachim Schwarze, Obernkirchen) and finished 
second with the Ludwigs As/Stakkato son Lucato 
Mad Jo (breeder: Jochen Meyer, Allwörden). Crazy 
Daisy is a half-sister of Celle’s former state stud 
stallion Cabo Verde, who, after his spectacular per-
formances at the Bundeschampionat, has now 
reached the international level at 1.40 metres, was 
fifth in the free-jumping competition in Verden and 
participated in the elite auction in October of 
2017. Just recently Alexas Stais started riding her. 
Her stablemate Lucato Mad Jo had already been a 
vice champion at the Masters last year and looks 
back on an extremely successful outdoor show 
season with victories and placings up to 1.45 me-
tres. The Stakkato/Espri-daughter Suzi Quatro 
(breeder: Tessa Pfeil, Elmlohe) secured third place. 
Her rider Enrico Süßenbach had also bought her on 
an auction in Verden. She had already been one of 
the fastest in the preliminary test, but a jumping 
fault knocked them out of the placings. This pair 
had also competed at last year’s debut in the Nie-
dersachsenhalle. n

With Lucato Mad Jo, Alexa Stais celebrated the last 
lap of honor of the Jumping Masters. In total she took 
one victory, two second places and one third place 
with her Hannoveraner horses.

Crazy Daisy won the seven- and 
eight-year-old title with rider Alexa 
Stais. 
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Acorado‘s Ass

Alejandro (Rhld.)
Alejandro by Acorado‘s Ass/Continue/Gran-
nus (breeder: Friedhelm Tillmann, Grevenbro-
ich) and Shane Sweetnam placed tenth in 
Thursday‘s main jumping competition (1.55 
metres) at the CSI4* in Wellington/USA. 

Balou du Rouet

Babou du Rouet (VA)
Back from his successful trip to Italy, Babou 
du Rouet by Balou du Rouet/Calido/Argenti-
nus (line of Schilfgarbe; breeder: Kai Baum-
gartner, Wulkau) won the next ribbons at 
Riesenbeck/GER International. He finished 

second in a jumping competition against the 
clock of the Youngster Tour. 

Balotelli
Eighth place in the Grand Prix (1.55 metres) 
of Wellington/USA went to the Balou du Rou-
et/Contendro/Chasseur son Balotelli (line of 
Gotenprobe; breeder: Ulrich Heitmann, Ha-
genah) and Matthew Boddy.

Batida PJ
Batida PJ by Balou du Rouet/Quidam‘s Ru-
bin/Acord II (line of Streife; breeder: Horse 
Breeding Dr. Jacobs GbR, Bierbergen) and 
Jenni McAllister finished twelfth in the quali-
fier (1.50 metres) for the World Cup-show 
jumping competition in Las Vegas/USA.

St.Pr.St. Brisbane
Behind stable mate Hann.Pr.A. Sally, which 
Finja Bormann rode, St.Pr.St. Brisbane by Ba-
lou du Rouet/Graf Grannus/Almé (line of Fair-

ness III Z; breeder: Dr. Elmar Thiemann, 
Brockhimbergen) and Harm Lahde finished 
third in a 1.45-metre class at the CSI2* in 
Kronenberg/NED.

Calido

Chengdu
On the first Advent, Chengdu by Calido/Escu-
do II/Servus (breeder: Horse Stable Karl Mär-
ker, Visselhövede) and Lennert Hausschild 
won the main jumping competition on Satur-
day at the CSI2* in Opglabbeek/BEL. 

Clooney SC
Clooney SC by Calido/Star Regent xx/Gold-
stein (line of Willkür; breeder: Joachim Schul-
ze, Oebisfelde) and Richard Vogel are on the 
show circuit in Latin America. At the CSI2* in 
Monterrey/MEX, they finished the two-phase 
jumping competition in third place.

Chacco-Blue

Chapilot
On the penultimate weekend in November, 
Chapilot by Chacco-Blue/Pilot/Waldlöwe 
(line of Tante; breeder: Stud Lewitz, Mühlen) 
and Rodrigo Lambre won the Grand Prix of 
Monterrey, La Silla/MEX. It was a convincing 
victory: The pair delivered the only clear 
round in the jump-off.

Christian‘s Chacco
With the Chacco-Blue/Balou du Rouet/Sugu-
nas xx son Christian‘s Chacco (line of Schnei-
derin; breeder: Stud Lewitz, Mühlen), Katrin 
Eckermann won a 1.45-metre jumping com-

Coby makes cash register ring
The world‘s best Hannoveraner and horses from the Rhineland make it onto the 
sports pages of DER HANNOVERANER. Due to the large number of successes, only the 
three top-placed horses and all show jumpers, which placed in 1.50 metre-classes, 
are published from now on.
By Britta Züngel

Hello Shelby by Stolzenberg and Scott Brash 
jumped twice into the results lists of the main 
jumping competitions in Stockholm.
Photo: Lafrentz

Showjumping
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petition at the CSI2* in Kronenberg/NED on 
the penultimate weekend in November.

Cascadello 

Cascadello Boy RM (Rhld.)
The Cascadello/Balou du Rouet/Polydor son 
Cascadello Boy RM (breeder: Josef Ruyter, 
Rees) is a regular at the top of the internati-
onal result lists. In the main jumping compe-
tition on the first day of the CSI2* in Kronen-
berg/NED, he and rider Katrin Eckermann 
prevailed against strong competition winning 
the 1.45-metre class.

Casallco

Cristo
With the homebred Cristo by Casallco/Geysir/
Landclassic (line of Annemarie), Hergen For-
kert finished third in the final for six-year-olds 
at the CSI2* in Kronenberg/NED at the end 
of November.

Comme il faut

Chao Lee (Rhld.)
In the final of Medium Tour at the CSI2* in 
Riesenbeck/GER, Chao Lee by Comme il faut/
Chacco-Blue/Kannan (line of Schliesserin; 
breeder: Otmar Eckermann, Kranenburg) and 
Katrin Eckermann won the second-place rib-
bon. 

Comme-Laude W (Rhld.)
The Comme il faut/Diagonal/Romanow son 
travelled with Bart Bles from Prague/CZE, 
where Comme-Laude W (breeder: Herbert 
Werth, Wesel) had finished twelfth in the se-
cond jumping competition of the Global 
Champions League (1.50 metres) at the 
CSI5*-GCL, to the Rhone River. At the CSI3* 
in Valence/FRA, he finished sixth in the quali-
fication (1.50 metres) for the Grand Prix with 
two penalty points for exceeding the time li-
mit. One day later, they finished ninth in the 
main jumping competition (1.50 metres); 
again it was a time fault that prevented a 
better placing.

Contagio 

C‘est Paris
In the second week of the Autumn Mediterra-
nean Equestrian Tour III in Oliva/ESP, the 
Contagio/Dollar du Murier/Fighting Alpha-
daughter C‘est Paris (line of Anklage; bree-
der: Carsten Müller-Rulfs, Ritterhude) and 

Christoph Könemann finished second in the 
qualifier for the Grand Prix of the Silver Tour. 

Coby
At the CSI5*-GCL in Prague/CZE, the Conta-
gio/Escudo/Pik König son Coby (line of Kur-
heim; breeder: Jürgen Geffken, Lilienthal) 
and rider Philipp Weishaupt remained penal-
ty-free on the first two days. In the quarter-
finals (1.55/1.60 metres) of the team compe-
tition, the pair were the best pair of the 
“Berlin Eagles”-team, who finished fourth. In 
the semi-final (1.55/1.60 metres), they were 
the fourth fastest pair; the team again placed 
fourth. In the exciting final, the quartet mo-
ved up to third place and took home a total 
of 795,000 Euross in prize money.

Cornet Obolensky

Cornet‘s Iberio
Cornets Iberio by Cornet Obolensky/Iberio/
Acorado (line of Steingilde; breeder: Heinrich 
Ramsbrock, Menslage) and Denis Lynch took 
eighth place in the well-paid show jumping 
competition with winning round (1.50 met-
res) at the CSI5*-W in Madrid/ESP.

Diarado

Decurio (VA)
Only five horse-rider combinations had 
reached the jump-off for the Grand Prix (1.50 
metres) of the CSIO3* in Vilamoura/POR. 
There, the Diarado/Cornet Obolensky/
Ramiro‘s Son II son Decurio (line of Jelora; 

breeder: Johann Djuren, Neuschoo) and Lin-
da Heed were narrowly beaten finishing se-
cond.

Diamants Aurora (VA)
In one of two 1.50-metre classes at the 
CSI3* in Wellington/USA, Diamants Aurora 
by Diarado/Chacco-Blue/Domino (dam: Gaby; 
breeder: Stud Lewitz, Mühlen) and Nicholas 
Dello Joio placed third in their first internati-
onal competition as partners.

Dollar du Murier

D Mark
At the end of November, Vilamoura/POR hos-
ted a Nations Cup-tournament. Italy finished 
second in the team competition behind Ire-
land. The “Squadra Azzurra“ included D Mark 
by Dollar du Murier/Cordobes II/Chasseur 
(line of Isolde; breeder: Thomas Heineking, 
Schüttorf) with rider Massimo Grossato.

Grey Top

Great Feeling
The Grey Top/Fly High/Gutenberg son Great 
Feeling (line of Prosperine; breeder: Evelien 
Hooijberg, Benningbroek/Netherlands) won 
two ribbons at the CSI5*-CGL in Prague/CZE. 
With Kamil Papousek, he finished sixth in the 
preliminary competition (1.50 metres). One 
day later, the nine-year-old jumped into 
eighth place in the individual classification 
(1.50 metres) of the Global Champions 
League. 

The Kannan son Kannandro HB came second with Kai Thomann (here in Klein-Roscharden) in the final 
of the Youngster Tour of Riesenbeck. Photo: Equitaris
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Kannan

Kannandro HB
At the end of the year, Kannandro HB by Kan-
nan/Diarado/Contendro (line of Nokadere; 
breeder: Heinrich Bremer Jun., Nöpke) and 
Kai Thomann celebrated a second placement 
in the final for six-year-olds at the CSI2* in 
Riesenbeck/GER. 

Larius W

Lafocolo Crazy Stud
The Larius W/For Pleasure/Crazy Cocktail son 
Lafocolo Crazy Stud (line of Schwalbe II; 
breeder: ZG Bormann, Hüddesum) is current-
ly going from success to success. At the CSI2* 
in Kronenberg/NED, he finished the Youngs-
ter Tour-final in third place with Finja Bor-
mann after winning the second qualification.

Lord Fauntleroy

Looping Luna
On the penultimate weekend in November, 
the victory in the main jumping competition 
on Friday was one of the most beautiful sou-
venirs of the CSI2* in Monterrey, La Silla/
MEX for Looping Luna by Lord Fauntleroy/
Calido/Gambler‘s Cup xx (line of Juka; bree-
der: Andreas Middelkampf, Badbergen) and 
Richard Vogel.

Perigueux

Pandora
Pandora by Perigueux/Lordanos/Athlet Z 
(breeder: Christel and Helge Deußer, Hünfel-

den) and Rafael Torija Cervantes won the in-
ternational show jumping competition on the 
opening day of the CSI3* in Balvanera/MEX 
with a lead of more than three seconds.

Quaid

Hann.Pr.St. Quatinka (VA)
The clear round of Quatinka by Quaid/Pe-
rigueux/Stakkato (breeder: Manfred Schäfer, 
Köchingen) and Kevin Jochems in a 1.50 met-
re, time-and-fault class at the CSI4* in Rou-
en/FRA was rewarded with a ninth place.

Quintus
At the beginning of November, Tobias Meyer 
started riding Quintus. The Quaid/Werther/
Gotthard son (line of Julianca; breeder: Jo-
chen Schrader, Königslutter) picked up two 
ribbons at the CSI2* in Oliva/ESP. He finished 
third on Thursday and moved up to second 
place one day later.

Quarismo

Bunter Boy
In Riesenbeck/GER, Bunter Boy and Emily 
Short had every reason to cheer. The Quaris-
mo/Lordanos/Eiger son (line of Jeora; bree-
der: Hans-Adolf Knoop, Wolthausen) and the 
29-year-old female US-rider won the final for 
2014-born jumpers. 

Stanley

Hann.Pr.A. Sally (VA)
At the end of November the horse center 
Peelbergen in Kronenberg/NED was the des-

tination for the Stanley/For Edition/Dupont-
daughter Hann.Pr.A. Sally (breeder: Hermann 
Rosenbrock, Breddorf). In the qualification 
for the Grand Prix, she finished second with 
rider Finja Bormann. 

Stakata
Stakata by Stanley/Embassy/Landclassic (line 
of Stange; breeder: Hans Henning von der 
Decken, Stade) made it into the top three at 
the CSI2* in Barczewo/POL. She finished a 
1.45 metre-show jumping competition in 
third place with Adam Grzegorzewski.

Salz der Erde

Sohn der Erde K
After his eighth place at the World Champi-
onships for young show jumpers, Sohn der 
Erde K by Salz der Erde/Contender/Leonardo 
(breeder: Dr. Susanna Kleindienst, Vienna/
AUT) got a new rider. 20-year-old Philippa 
Wildfang Linde took the bay horse straight to 
Oliva/ESP, where she finished a class of the 
Youngster Tour in third place on the first Ad-
vent-weekend.

Stakkato

Hann.Pr.A. So Gaga (VA)
With two second-place ribbons in the 
Youngster Cup at the CSI2* in Riesenbeck/
GER, So Gaga by Stakkato/Lord Pezi/Fly High 
(line of Ambella; breeder: Johannes zur Lage, 
Riesenbeck/GER) and Katrin Eckermann star-
ted on their journey home. After placing se-
cond in the second qualification, they had 
also been second in the final for six-year-olds.

She was Team Eurospean and World Cham-
pion, and won team silver at the Olympic 
Games: Hunter Douglas Sunrise by Singular 
Joter/Werther died at the age of 27. With 
Dutch rider Imke Schellekens-Bartels, the 
dark bay was one of the best dressage hor-
ses of her time. 

Born at the stables of show jumper-breeder 
Manfred Schäfer in Köchingen, Piet Smarius 
discovered the powerfully moving mare from 
the renowned line of Schneiderin at the 
1994 foal auction. Three years later, she 
passed her station test in Verden with top 
marks for rideability and movement. Her 
only foal, St.Pr.St. Mädel by Metternich, was 
highly rewarded at the Ratje-Niebuhr-Show. 
Sunrise herself took the path towards the 

big dressage ring. She ended up in top 
hands. She celebrated her first successes 
with Tineke Bartels, before she started her 
way to the top of the world with daughter 
Imke Schellekens-Bartels. At the age of ten, 
Sunrise took part in her first championship. 
At the World Equestrian Games in Aachen/
GER, she won the silver medal as a member 
of Team Oranje. After winning team gold in 
Kentucky in 2010, the mare got injured and 
did not return to the sport. “Until the last 
day, our dearest Sunrise was full of energy 
and happy. She was the ‚once-in-a-lifetime‘ 
horse for me. We are deeply saddened, but 
also incredibly grateful that we were allo-
wed to have her in our lives for so long. Bye 
sweet Sunnie!“ Imke Schellekens-Bartels 
wrote on the internet. n

Sunrise and Imke Schellekens-Bartels 
Photo: Lafrentz
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Stolzenberg

Hello Shelby (VA)
In the main jumping competition (1.50 met-
res) on Friday of the CSI4* in Stockholm/
SWE, Hello Shelby by Stolzenberg/For Pleasu-
re/Großglockner (line of Iphigenie; breeder: 
Susanne Führer, Großmoor) and Scott Brash 
finished eleventh with the fastest four-penal-
ty round. In the Grand Prix (1.55 metres), 
they again had to accept a jumping fault fi-
nishing eighth in this class.

Silvio

Solero MS
The Silvio/Espri/Sandro son Solero MS (line of 
Corona; breeder: Richard Mangels, Nordholz) 
was one of the winners at the World Cup in 
Madrid/ESP. He and his rider Julian Epaillard 
won the jumping class with a winning round 
(1.50 metres). 

Stakkato Gold

EM Sempa Fidelis (VA)
In the two-phase jumping competition of the 
CSI4* in Wellington/USA, the Stakkato Gold/
Concetto/Graf Grannus-daughter EM Sempa 
Fidelis (line of Ahnenforschung; breeder: Hol-
ger Siems, Sebbenhausen) and Georgina 
Bloomberg won bronze.

Valentino

Vienna (VA)
Under Florida’s sun at the CSI4* in Welling-
ton, third place in a 1.45 metre-class was 
awarded to the Valentino/Lordanos/Land-
adel-daughter Vienna (line of Mazurka; bree-
der: Andrea Janssen, Neuschoo) and Tiffany 
Foster. On the second Advent, the pair celeb-
rated winning silver in the well-funded main 
jumping competition (1.50 metres).

Van Helsing

Vittorio (VA)
With one time penalty, the Van Helsing/Caris-
mo/Egerländer son Vittorio (line of Flimmer-
kind; breeder: Walter Rohlfs, Bremen) and 
Brian Cournane finished seventh in Friday’s 
international jumping competition (1.50 me-
tres) at the CSI3* in Wellington/USA. In the 
Grand Prix (1.55 metres), the pair was in top 
form and were one of only two pairs to make 
it into the jump-off. A pole fell and Vittorio 
finished second. 

Feedback

Foxfire (Rhld.)
None other than Isabell Werth is the breeder 
of the Feedback/Carabas/Rheinblick son Fox-
fire (line of Amalena), who did well at 
Aachen’s Dressage Youngstars. With Anna 
Leandra Timm, the eight-year-old won the 
introductory class for juniors and finished se-
cond in the individual test. 

Fighting Fit

Quantico (VA)
Quantico by Fighting Fit/Constant/Mephisto 
(breeder: Marijke Goethals, Eekel/BEL) collec-
ted his first World Cup-points of the season 
at his “home match“ in Madrid/ESP. With 
Juan Matute Guimon, he finished third in the 
freestyle after having been second in the 
short Grand Prix.

Foundation

ZINQ Founder FH
Since June, the 16-year-old Lana-Pinou 
Baumgürtel has been competing aboard the 
Foundation/Sarkozy/Rosario son ZINQ Foun-
der FH (line of Antipathie; breeder: Stud Le-
witz, Mühlen), after she said goodbye to the 
international pony sport-circuit. The bay stal-

lion had placed fourth at the Bundeschampi-
onat with Heiko Klausing. On the first Ad-
vent, he celebrates his first absolute top 
placing with his young rider, when he fini-
shed the freestyle for juniors in Aachen/GER 
in third place.

Londontime

Libertad (VA)
The competitions for juniors in the Alber-
Vahle-Arena in Aachen/GER were firmly in 
Hannoveraner and Rhineland hands. At the 
CDIJ, the former Weltmeyer Prize-winner Li-
bertad by Londontime/San Remo/Wolken-
tanz (line of Derma; breeder: Mona Diekmei-
er, Warmsen) and Allegra Schmitz-Morkramer 
won the individual class and the freestyle fi-
nal for juniors after placing second on the 
opening day. 

Soliman de Hus

Sarotti Mocca-Sahne
The freestyle for juniors in Aachen/GER had a 
perfect result: The first three carried the Han-
noveraner foal brand. Behind Libertad, the 
Soliman de Hus/Lauries Crusador xx/Rotspon 
son Sarotti Mocca-Sahne (line of Laack; bree-
der: Jörg Bätje, Kranenburg) came in second 
with Lena Merkt. ZINQ Founder FH comple-
ted the success winning bronze. Sarotti Moc-
ca-Sahne, born in 2009, had achieved the 
third-best result in the preliminary test two 
days earlier. n

Quantico by Fighting Fit and Juan Matute Guimon (here in Doha) collected World Cup-points in 
Madrid. Photo: Equitaris

Dressage
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Breeder‘s portrati

World-class  
twice
Two world-class horses have emerged from 
the Lorenz breeding station. Heinz Lorenz, 
who is 69 years old, breeds sport horses 
together with his son Sebastian. 
By Jürgen Stroscher

The farm of Family Lorenz, which is located in 
the district called Holtorfsbostel in Regesbos-

tel, has a family tradition. “Our family tree can be 
traced back for centuries,“ says Heinz Lorenz. Be-
cause of this inner bond, he just had the main 
house extensively restored and recovered with 
thatch. More than 40 years ago, he took over the 
management of the former agricultural operation. 
“As the eldest son, I learned farming, but later 
converted the entire farm for breeding and raising 
horses.“ After almost four decades of managing a 
successful Hannoveraner breeding farm and culti-
vating about 30 hectares of grassland, all his ho-
pes now rest on his 30-year-old son Sebastian, 
who hopefully will follow in his footsteps. The 
chances of this are not bad, but will probably in-
volve some restructuring. Because the son didn‘t 
really know what to do with horses as a child, fa-
ther Heinz gave him a pony, which did not fail to 
serve its purpose. Sebastian developed a great 
interest in show jumping, later rode his own bree-
ding products and presented them in competi-
tions up to 1.35 metre-level. Once he finished his 
school education, he completed an apprenticeship 
in horse management and is currently about to 
finish his training to become a farrier. “It is impor-
tant for me to build up a second mainstay before 
I get fully involved in the family business.“

Heinz Lorenz, on the other hand, already sat on 
the back of the workhorses at the age of six. “I 
grew up with one or two broodmares and learned 
to ride at an early age. That‘s how my passion for 
the fascinating four-legged creatures came about, 
which also prompted me to make horses my main 
business.“ The young entrepreneur invested hea-
vily in the construction of an indoor riding arena 

with stalls, and in the conversion of the former pig 
and cattle barns. He created the best conditions 
for keeping and raising horses by laying out ap-
propriate pastures. 

The riders and horse owners of the region recog-
nized the good conditions of the newly designed 
farm and stabled their sport horses there. The use 
of the indoor riding arena contributed greatly to 
the attractiveness and had a unique selling point 
at the time. “In our best days, there were over 60 
horses on the farm. Of these, almost ten were 
broodmares.“ With the conversion measures, 
Heinz Lorenz created good conditions for his own 
horse breeding program. As deputy chairman of 
the Hollenstedt horse breeding club, the expan-
ding horse breeder was well integrated in the re-
gion and had a lot of contacts. “This is also how I 
got one of my first successful broodmares, Equina. 
A horse dealer indicated to me that she was 
available. And so I had the opportunity to buy her 
as an eight-year-old. I was particularly taken with 
her pedigree.“ Breeding an Olympic horse is so-
mething almost all breeders dream of. Farmer 
Heinz Lorenz achieved this very early in his career 
as a breeder. “At that time, the stallion Mozart by 
Maigraf xx was stabled at the breeding station 
Wohlesbostel. Because of his Thoroughbred pedi-
gree, I thought that he would be a perfect match 
for my Anklang-mare Equina,“ the 69-year-old 
recalls. 

He did this combination four times in a row. After 
the stallion Montreux and the mare Momti, the 
colt Moritz was born in 1978. “I started Moritz 
under saddle. At that time, his fighting abilities 
were already recognizable. Somehow the Swedish 

Heinz and Sebastian Lorenz from 
Holtorfsbostel with the Kannan/
Chasseur daughter Kendera. 
Photo: Stroscher

The top price of the
Luhmühlen foal auction 2021 achie-
ved Donnergöttin‘s Bonds daughter.  
Photo: Huber
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Nations Cup-rider Peter Eriksson became aware of 
Moritz, came personally to our farm and wanted 
to buy him. That was like winning the lottery for 
us,“ Heinz Lorenz describes how the chestnut gel-
ding found his way into the Swedish national 
team. From 1989 to 1993, the Swedish world-
class rider and Moritz competed at all the renow-
ned show grounds in Germany. The sporting high-
light followed for Moritz as a participant in the 
1992 Olympic Games in Barcelona. Only two hor-
ses remained clear in both rounds of the Nations 
Cup. These were Moritz with Peter Eriksson and 
Böckmanns Genius by Genever with the Austrian 
rider Thomas Frühmann. The pair competed sever-
al times in the World Cup for jumper riders. These 
successes led to Peter Eriksson also bringing 
Moritz‘s three siblings to Sweden.

Almost exactly 30 years later, Heinz Lorenz achie-
ved the same feat. The horse breeders from the 
region stick together. “Over the years, a close 
business relationship developed with senior bree-
der Heinrich Eckhoff from Beckdorf. Since I knew 
that he would stop breeding sooner or later, I 
made an agreement with him that he would ap-
proach me before selling any horses.“ Through 
this lucky coincidence, the bay Cassandra by 
Chasseur/Glockenklang came to the breeding 
farm Lorenz as a three-year-old. Her first foal, Ca-
landa by Calido, born in 2008, was a resounding 
success. Four years later, Sebastian Lorenz himself 
made his first successful show appearance with 
the grey mare in Sandbostel. Several participa-
tions in jumping horse classes at the 1.05 metre-
level followed. 

The former jumper rider and horse dealer Tjark 
Nagel became aware of the promising jumper 
mare. “At the end of 2012, Tjark Nagel came to 
our farm and offered me a sum of money for Ca-
landa that I couldn‘t refuse,“ says Heinz Lorenz, 
explaining how his second world-class horse also 
lucratively changed hands. At first, Willi and Finn 
Brunckhorst promoted the grey mare up to the 
medium level. Then in 2014, Germany‘s top rider 
Marcus Ehning took Calanda into his show stable 
and finally led the grey mare to the top of the 
world in international show jumping. “Calanda is 
a fundamentally fast horse and hardly makes any 
mistakes of her own accord,“ Marcus Ehning de-
scribed the grey mare‘s qualities when she gave 
the entire world of elite equestrians no chance in 
the three-star Grand Prix of Opglabbeek in 2020. 

“I still can‘t say how Tjark Nagel discovered Ca-
landa, but in retrospect I am of course glad that 
the jumper mare ended up in such good hands. 
Once again an example of how a horse can further 

develop if it is properly supported by a rider.“ 
Marcus Ehning is arguably one of the stylistically 
best show jumpers in the world. He celebrated nu-
merous victories in Grand Prix-competitions and 
top places in World Cup-jumping classes with the 
mare. 

Lead mare Cassandra
The 18-year-old broodmare Cassandra has be-
come the leading mare of the breeding station 
Lorenz and produced additional high-carat de-
scendants such as Calando by Calido (2009), Ca-
landra by Chacco Gold (2012), Saphir by Stakkato 
(2014) and Fort Knox by For Pleasure (2017), 
which also made their way into the world of top 
level-show jumping. Her daughter Kandera by 
Kannan, who was born in 2015, is a member of 
the current mare band. Among the almost ten 
broodmares, hope also rests on the eleven-year-
old Hann.Pr.St. Benissima by Benetton Dream/
Hohenstein (breeder: Heinrich Eckhoff, Beckdorf) 
and the 2013-born Donnergöttin by De Niro/
Rousseau (breeder: Gisela-Carstens-Stiftung, 
Techau) to further expand the dressage blood-
lines.

In the 30 years between the births of the excepti-
onal horses Moritz and Calanda, a lot has happe-
ned at the breeding station of Family Lorenz. Nu-
merous breeding horses left the show rings as 
winners in foal and mare classes and were awar-
ded prizes. “We have tried to constantly refine our 
bloodlines and especially intensified the breeding 
of dressage horses. In the past, only the stallions 
of Celle’s State Stud were used. With the introduc-
tion of fresh and frozen semen, everything has 
changed fundamentally. On the one hand, I rely 
on proven sires, on the other hand, I orientate 
myself to the demands of the market.“ An examp-
le of this development is the mare Prisca by Paros, 
bred in 1991 out of a dam by Argentan. By using 
a wide variety of stallions for breeding, such as 
Chasseur, Antibes or Embassy, Prisca has produ-
ced high-performance sport horses. The breeding 
products are still marketed either as foals or once 
they are started under saddle as three-, four- or 
five-year-olds. For this purpose, Heinz and Sebas-
tian Lorenz like to use Verden’s auctions but also 
their own loyal customer base in Germany and far 
beyond. Wouldn’t it be a pity if son Sebastian did 
not use the great potential of his father‘s Hanno-
veraner breeding program to eventually breed the 
much desired licensed stallion. n

With Marcus Ehning, the Calido/
Chasseur daughter Calanda is 
successful on the big show grounds.
Photo: Lafrentz

Moritz by Mozart/Anklang took part in the 1992 
Olympic Games in Barcelona with Sweden‘s Peter 
Eriksson. Photo: Alamy
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The breeding values are compiled for the 
disciplines dressage and show jumping; 

separate breeding values are given for the 
results of the tests for young horses (brood-
mare tests, stallion performance tests, deve-
lopment tests). The large, detailed chart with 
all the breeding values of the best, active 
breeding stallions has not made it into the 
current issue of DER HANNOVERANER due to 
time constraints. As with the dressage stalli-
ons, the breeding values of the jumping stal-
lions are stable. If you look at the group of 
the ten highest rated stallions, there is a great 
similarity to the result of the previous year. 
This is not surprising, because not only the 
results of one year are estimated. It is a cu-
mulative system. This means that the results 

young horses according to their age. Qualito‘s 
Boy, bred by Klaus Dierks, Ahnsbeck, out of a 
dam by Graf Top, has even placed at the ad-
vanced (S) level with Leonie Krieg. Quintana 
is a finalist in the Bundeschampionat and al-
ready won internationally at the M-level with 
Stephi Boer. She was bred by Hans Henning 
von der Decken in Stade out of an Embassy-
daughter. 

The Hannoveraner showjumping legend 
Stakkato has improved from fourth to second 

Front positions  
for young stallions
The end of a year always is a time of drawing conclusions. The breeding value 
estimation of the German Equestrian Federation, which is carried out on behalf of 
the German sport horse breeding associations, offers conclusions
By Dr. Ludwig Christmann

of the previous years are also taken into ac-
count and are supplemented by the current 
data. 

Qualito defends top position
Celle’s former state stud stallion Qualito by 
Quaid/Salito, who passed away in 2018, was 
able to defend his nationwide top position in 
the breeding value for young horse-classes 
with a value of 156. He was bred by Helmut 
Habermann in Hänigsen, and descends from 
the outstanding dam line of Norm. His bree-
ding value is based on the results of 28 off-
spring in performance tests and 81 offspring 
in young horse-classes. Many of his offspring 
are now successful in medium (M) level 
show-jumping competitions or in classes for 

The Diamant de Semilly/For Pleasure son Dia-
mant de Plaisir is a sought-after young sire and 
competes internationally with Holger Wulschner. 
Photo: Lafrentz
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place in the breeding value for young horse-
classes. Six of the top ten of this nationwide 
breeding value estimation carry Stakkato‘s 
genetics on either the sire or the dam side. 
This shows that he is currently the most influ-
ential jumper sire in Hannover. With his bree-
ding value for highest achieved class (HEK) of 
144, he is in the top five percent of jumper 
producers in Germany in this breeding value, 
just like his son Stakkato Gold (breeder: Are-
nd Kamphorst, Prieros), who is classified 
even better with a breeding value of 159. 
Also the offspring of his son Stanley (breeder: 
Wilfried Berg, Burgdorf) – with a breeding 
value of 153 on par with his famous sire – 
are currently convincing with age-appropria-
te performances in the sport. The blood-influ-
enced Perigueux (breeder: Dr. Karl-Otto Ja-
cobs, Bierbergen/breeding value for young 
horse-classes of 149, HEK-breeding value of 
139), whose dam is by Stakkato, has already 

Pl.
BVE

Name
BV Highest Achieved Class 

BV/number of offspring/accuracy
Pl.

WBFSH
Breeding value young horses

BV/number of offspring/accuracy

Top ten of the HEK breeding value estimation – jumping

 1 Cumano 197/34/83 k.A. 130/12/74

 2 Kashmir 182/116/93  9 120/37/72

 3 Baloubet du Rouet 179/385/98 26 122/303/93

 4 Chacco-Blue 178/1272/99  1 139/1192/96

 5 Quasimodo Z 176/88/91 89 127/45/75

 6 Heartbreaker 175/147/96 97 144/67/88

 6 Emerald v. h. Ruytershof 175/53/87 25 133/62/78

 8 Diamant de Semilly 173/407/98  2 138/364/92

 9 Calvaro Z 172/194/96 89 128/117/86

10 Ogano Sitte 171/72/90 22 145/50/77

Top ten of WBFSH ranking of sires  – jumping
(if not yet included in the top ten list of breeding values)

Casall 151/1021/99  3 133/1173/97

Mylord Carthago 150/176/95  4 126/166/89

Cardento 158/216/96  5 133/147/89

Toulon 165/216/96  6 130/194/88

Nabab de Reve 151/275/97  7 111/216/88

Cornet Obolensky 169/833/99  8 141/1120/97

Verdi 138/268/97 10 116/278/89

Further Hannoveraner and Rhenish stallions among the top 100 in the WBFSH ranking

Stakkato 144/908/99  45 153/1076/98

Ukato 143/55/87  46 134/37/71

Stakkato Gold 159/230/96  62 149/328/92

Perigueux 139/369/98  63 149/491/94

Edward 113/65/88  85 135/116/88

Spartacus 129/132/94  94 140/28/85

Quaid 132/221/96  96 129/260/92

For Pleasure 158/522/98 100 127/588/97

confirmed himself as a supplier of talented 
and typy horses for the international sport 
and is one of the 100 best jumping stallions 
worldwide in the WBFSH ranking. Celle’s sta-
te stud stallion Grey Top by Graf Top/Singular 
Joter (breeder: Emiliano Lonzi, Fauglia-Pisa/

ITA), currently the biggest and perhaps the 
last hope of the G-line, is on the right track. 
In his HEK breeding value, he has slightly im-
proved from 129 to 131, contrary to the de-
preciation trend; some of his offspring, which 
are nine years old at the most, are meanwhile 

Clarification to the classification of 
the breeding values in the charts: 

HEK Dressage: The top quarter has a bree-
ding value in dressage of 121 points or bet-
ter. The top ten percent of the stallions 
achieved a breeding value of at least 139 
points, the top five percent of at least 150 
points. The top group – one percent of the 
stallions – starts with a breeding value of 
173 points. In total breeding values of 1,864 
stallions are published.

In the breeding value estimation with the 
highest achieved class in jumping, 1,942 
stallions are published. The top one percent 

of the stallions have a breeding value of 165 
points or better and the top five percent 
must show a breeding value of at least 144 
points. Stallions with a breeding value of 
134 points and better belong in the top ten 
percent of stallions, and stallions with a 
breeding value of 116 points and/or better 
belong in the top quarter.

Young horses: The top 25 percent of stal-
lions have a young horse breeding value in 
dressage of 109 points and better. The top 
ten percent of stallions achieved a breeding 
value of at least 126 points and the top five 
percent of at least 133 points. The top one 
percent of stallions have a breeding value of 

146 points and better. In total breeding va-
lues of 4,159 stallions are published.

There are 3,452 published stallions in the 
jumping section of the young horse-classes. 
The limits of the best in this breeding value 
estimation are as follows: The top one per-
cent of the stallions have a breeding value 
of at least 141 points; the top five percent 
must show a breeding value of 132 points 
and better. Stallions with a breeding value 
of 126 points and better belong to the top 
ten percent; stallions with a breeding value 
of 113 points and better belong to the top 
25 percent of stallions. n

Top jumping stallions

FN-Breeding value  
estimation (young horses)

BV  
(accuracy)

1. Qualito p 156 (85%)

2. Stakkato p 153 (98%)

2. Diacontinus p 153 (93%)

2. Stanley p 153 (88%)

5. Diamant de Plaisir p 152 (72%)

6. Sampres p 150 (76%)

6. Come and Fly (OS) 150 (72%)

8. Perigueux p 149 (94%)

8. Grey Top  p 149 (93%)

8. Stakkato Gold p 149 (92%)
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growing into international sport horses. With 
Grace WB out of a dam by Escudo (breeder: 
Frank Wagner, Beienrode) Sophie Hinners al-
ready competed internationally at the 1.50 
m-level. The licensed Grey Chester (breeder: 
Cornelia Peters, Südbrookmerland) out of a 
dam by Picard placed with rider Harm Lahde 
in the Grand Prix of Zandhoven/BEL and Kro-
nenberg/NED.

asure is inbred on the Furioso II-daughter 
Fureida, whose line already produced the 
Bundeschampion (show jumping) Landor S. 
Diamant de Plaisir at only nine years of age 
has already proven his great talent many 
times. As a four-year-old, he won the Hanno-
veraner Show Jumping Championships with 
Hendrik Sosath, as a five and six-year-old, he 
was a finalist at the Bundeschampionat in 
Warendorf with Thomas Heineking. Holger 
Wulschner finally competed him at the inter-
national level. With his record so far, he is 
certainly one of the Hannoveraner hopefuls - 
in the breed and in the sport. 

With an HEK-breeding value of 197, the Hol-
stein Cassini-son Cumano is once again the 
highest rated jumper stallion in this category. 
Jos Lansink won the 2006 World Show Jum-
ping Championships with this grey stallion, 
who was born in 1993. Since several years, 
he was not used for breeding; hence there 
currently are no top horses by him, so that he 
did not make it into the top 100 stallions of 
the WBFSH ranking. However, if you look at 
the list of his successful offspring on the 
website Horsetelex, you will see that the list 
of successful 1.60 meter-horses is long, so 
that his high HEK-breeding value for jumping 
is understandable. The situation is different 
with the current offspring of Chacco-Blue 

The Diamant de Semilly/For Pleasure-son Di-
amant de Plaisir, bred and stationed by Gerd 
Sosath, Lemwerder, celebrates a brilliant de-
but as a sire. With his first foal crop born in 
2017, he makes it into fifth place in the bree-
ding value estimation of young horse-classes 
with a breeding value of 152. Six offspring 
have been presented in performance tests, 
24 in young horse-classes. His dam Lady Ple-

Like his sire Stakkato, the Stanley has a high breeding value. He was awarded the Grande Preis in 
2021. Photo: Fellner

Can breeding values be compared 
with the WBFSH rankings?

An essential, but not the only breeding ob-
jective of the Hannoveraner Verband is the 
breeding of top international horses for 
dressage, jumping and eventing. The bree-
ding value „Highest Achieved Class“ (HEK) 
has proven to be an informative instrument 
for checking the heredity for the top sport in 
the disciplines of dressage and jumping. In 
simple terms, the more successful a sport 
horse is – show jumpers up to 1.60 metres, 
dressage horses up to the international 
Grand Prix – the more it contributes to a 
high breeding value of its sire. The stallion 
ranking of the World Breeding Federation 
for Sport Horses (WBFSH) is also very popu-
lar with many breeders. Both methods are 
often compared to each other. Because of 
this, both the breeding values and the 
WBFSH-ranking of individual stallions have 
been included in the chart. However, a direct 
comparison of these two methods with the 

result that one is better than the other 
should be avoided. Dr. Teresa Dohms-
Warnecke, deputy managing director of the 
breeding department of the German Equest-
rian Federation, said: ”This is not even a 
comparison between apples and pears“. 

In the so-called BLUP breeding value-esti-
mation, not only the performance of all off-
spring is included in the breeding value, but 
also the performances of additional relati-
ves. Furthermore, the quality of the mares, 
to which a stallion was bred, is taken into 
account. It is investigated which environ-
mental effects have an impact and an att-
empt is made to correct for this. Finally, a 
group is established to which the individual 
stallion is compared. This comparison group 
is updated every year. Also it is of utmost 
importance that none of the previous results 
are lost, since the system is cumulative; in 
other words, current results are added to 
the results from previous years. This results 
in a great stability of the breeding values 

over the years; in addition, current sires can 
be compared to older stallions that may no 
longer be used for  breeding. 

”The WBFSH-rankings run on a twelve 
month cycle, starting from zero when a new 
cycle begins on October 1st each year” – this 
is how the WBFSH describes their ranking 
system. The sire rankings are based on the 
FEI breeders‘ rankings for dressage, show 
jumping and eventing. The higher a sport 
horse is ranked, the higher the number of 
points it receives. For the ranking of the sires 
of these sport horses, the ranking points of 
the offspring are simply added together. So 
it is only about one year, successes in the 
past are not taken into account. A great ad-
vantage of the WBFSH-ranking list is its in-
ternationality. Worldwide results of FEI-re-
gistered horses in international competitions 
who have been foal registered  with a mem-
ber studbook of the WBFSH are taken into 
account. n
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from the Schockemöhle station, who once 
again tops the WBFSH-rankings of the 
world‘s best jumping horse producers. In re-
gular intervals, descendants of the 1998-
born Chambertin/Contender-son enter the 
international show circuit. His Dutch-bred 
son Explosion W with Ben Maher is currently 
one of the world‘s best horses (fourth in the 
world ranking). The highest ranked Chacco 
Blue-son with Hannoveraner registration is 
Chacna, who competes for Mexico with En-
rique Gonzalez and was bred by Stud Lewitz 
out of a Narew xx-dam. Chacco-Blue is also 
one of the highest rated stallions in the HEK-
breeding value estimation with a breeding 
value of 178. 

The top group of the breeding value-list of 
older show jumper-producers is dominated 
by stallions that were mainly used in one of 
Germany‘s neighboring countries (especially 
Belgium, France and the Netherlands) and 
which, during the past years, were also incre-
asingly used by Hannoveraner breeders. This 
does show how international the breeding of 
show jumpers has become. However, it is 
questionable whether the basis for the data 
is actually comparable. The FN-breeding va-
lue estimation is a national estimation. Hor-
ses bred abroad are taken into account if 
they are successful in Germany. These often 
are the better offspring of a stallion; the 
broadness of the heredity, those offspring, 
who do not make it to the top, cannot be ta-
ken into account. Therefore, the breeding va-
lues of these international stallions could 
possibly be overrated. 

The chart reflects that almost all stallions, 
which rank in the top ten of the WBFSH-ran-
king, are also highly ranked in the German 
HEK breeding value estimation. Chacco-Blue, 
Diamant de Semilly, Toulon and Cornet Obo-
lensky are among the top one percent of the 
breeding value-estimation; Casall, Mylord 
Carthago, Cardento, Nabab de Reve are 
among the top five percent. Only Verdi scores 
slightly lower. A small interim conclusion: The 
top stallions of the WBFSH-ranking tend to 
have very high breeding values. This conclusi-
on cannot be reversed without restrictions. A 
stallion may have a very high breeding value 
for good reason, like Cumano, yet not appear 
in the current list of the WBFSH-ranking. This 
year again, the Hannoveraner jumping stalli-
on with the highest breeding value (159) is 
Stakkato Gold, bred by breeding farm Dree 
Boeken, Prieros. He is closely followed by the 

Pl.
BVE

Name
BV Highest Achieved Class 

BV/number of offspring/accuracy
Pl.

WBFSH
Breeding value young horses

BV/number of offspring/accuracy

Top ten of the HEK breeding value estimation – dressage

 1 Jazz 238/138/91  3 140/116/94

 2 Breitling W 205/107/88 43 139/116/91

 3 Don Schufro 204/243/95 26 146/309/98

 4 Painted Black 194/25/73 67 140/20/74

 5 Donnerbube 193/28/74 no information 125/34/85

 6 Welt Hit II 190/175/93 no information 117/82/95

 7 Johnson 189/160/92  2 128/45/92

 7 Welt Hit 189/46/81 no information 135/44/88

 9 Krack C 188/54/85 no information 144/52/90

10 Gribaldi 186/187/94 15 132/69/95

Top ten of WBFSH ranking of sires  – dressage
(if not yet included in the top ten list of breeding values)

Sandro Hit 156/1049/99  1 127/751/99

Sir Donnerhall   173/1039/99  4 143/1449/99

Quaterback 158/599/97  5 129/834/99

Fidertanz 154/864/98  6 127/1091/99

Totilas 156/91/86  7 128/150/95

Spielberg 148/100/87  8 128/96/91

Ampere 148/107/88  9 138/85/95

Desperados 163/325/96 10 127/397/98

Further Hannoveraner and Rhenish stallions 
among the top 100 in the WBFSH ranking

Hotline 165/295/95 12 124/390/98

Dimaggio 172/259/95 14 144/390/98

Don Frederico 140/1039/99 16 128/1267/99

De Niro 164/1211/99 25 121/1769/99

Lord Leatherdale no information 28 135/26/79

Dancier 152/498/97 32 135/787/99

Danone 166/222/94 35 143/325/97

De Noir no information 40 no information

Lord Loxley 173/381/96 41 144/453/98

Belissimo M 149/870/98 42 139/1204/99

Christ 113/233/94 47 121/310/97

Falsterbo 147/74/85 62 104/84/92

Brentano II 124/675/98 64 105/858/99

Benetton Dream 157/153/91 65 131/217/96

Earl 105/149/91 71 92/145/95

Fiorano 142/76/84 75 113/87/91

Locksley II 143/110/89 76 146/126/95

Connaisseur no information 82 no information

Fighting Fit no information 85 no information

Florestan 153/1489/99 89 126/1720/99

Der Designer                   no information 94 137/13/77

Dr. Doolittle 142/135/90 96 153/117/95

Don Principe no information 97 no information

famous For Pleasure (158). In the WBFSH 
ranking, eight Hannoveraner are listed 
among the top 100. The great influence of 
Stakkato is clearly visible. He is the highest-
ranked Hannoveraner stallion (rank 45); add 

to that his three sons Ucato, Stakkato Gold 
(62) and Spartacus (94).

For the first time, the Embassy/Fabriano-son 
Edward (rank 85) – bred by Hans-Heinrich 
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highly at the Herwart von der Decken-Show. 
Because of the results of six descendants, 
which participated in mare performance 
tests, the world champion of young dressage 
horses, Don Martillo (breeder: Axel Windeler, 
Verden-Walle) finishes in second place with a 
breeding value of 165 and is thus equal in 
points with his sire Don Juan de Hus. The ac-
curacy of the breeding value is not yet very 
high with 75 percent, so that changes can be 
expected in the future. 

The Hannoveraner Zoom by Zack/Don Schuf-
ro (breeder: Dorthe Jeppesen, Lenzburg/SUI; 
exhibitor: State Stud Warendorf) also celebra-
tes a brilliant debut. His oldest offspring were 
only three years old in 2021; accordingly his 
high breeding value of 160 points is based 
exclusively on the evaluation of twelve off-
spring in performance tests. The situation is 
similar with the black stallion Secret, who is 
a grandson of Zoom’s sire Zack through his 
famous sire Sezuan and who has been one of 
the most sought-after young dressage stalli-
ons in Germany in the past years. The black-
brown stallion, who comes from the proven 
Hannoveraner mare line of Sudette, was re-
presented by 42 offspring from his first crop, 
which were evaluated in performance tests. 
The first offspring of the For Romance/Rubi-
loh-son For Dance (breeder: ZG Butkus, Ove-
rath) are one year older. This stallion from the 
Rhineland area is stationed at the Stallion 
Station Sosath. Because of the age difference 
in the offspring, the basis for the evaluations 
is broader. 21 of his sons and daughters were 
successful in young horse-classes. They con-
tributed to the improvement of his breeding 
value, which is now 159 and translates into 
seventh place.

In the breeding value “Highest Achieved 
Class (HEK)“ of the older dressage horse- 
producers, little has changed at the top. Jazz 
leads ahead of the Hannoveraner Stallion Of 
The Year 2014, Breitling W by Bismarck/
Maat (breeder: Hermann Niehus, Rahden), 
and Don Schufro. Many older stallions are 
found in the top ten, including some that 

Worldly was successful with rider Wolfhard Witte at the Bundeschampionat and at the World 
Championships of young dressage horses. Photo: Schreiner

Goodbye Worldly
The Weltmeyer/Brentano II son Worldly (breeder: Rolf Boendel, Enger) passed away in New 
Zealand at the age of 24. Celle’s former state stud sire was awarded the Freiherr von Stenglin-
Prize as the champion of his vintage after completing the stallion performance test with the 
highest dressage index. The chestnut won the bronze medal at the Bundeschampionat for four-
year-old stallions with Wolfgang With. Two years later, Worldly celebrated a seventh placement 
at the World Championships for young dressage horses in Verden. With successes up to I1, he 
was sold to the breeding farm Haras de Hus. in 2011, he traveled to New Zealand to Renai 
Heart, where he spent the last years of his life. “He was the heart and soul of our farm, it will 
never be the same. I am so glad that I found him,” Renai Heart describes his loss.  n

Dittmer, Radbruch – is listed in the top 100. 
He owes this ranking to his son King Edward, 
registered as a Belgian Warmblood, who is 
certainly the rising star of the year 2021 in 
show jumping ranking second in the world. 
With Henrik von Eckermann, he contributed 
significantly to the Swedish team winning 
the gold medal at the Tokyo Olympics. But 
there also is another son of Edward with in-
ternational successes. It is the 2011-born Er-
nie out of a Wolkenstein II/Tannenberg-dam 
(breeder: Martin Klemm, Beverstedt), who 
competes at 1.55 meters with Beat Grand-
jean from Switzerland. Is Edward, whose stal-
lion performance-test results clearly reflected 
his talent for both show jumping and dres-
sage, now a jumper sire of international cali-
ber? Only time will tell. With his connection 
to the worthy stallion line of Adeptus xx, he is 
part of a strong tradition, since Eiger as well 
as Espri and Escudo produced jumpers of in-
ternational quality, of which the legendary 
E.T. FRH with Hugo Simon is probably the 
most famous. In any case, Edward is interes-

ting for breeders who are looking for a stalli-
on with a dual predisposition and a main 
emphasis on jumping. 

Many new young dressage stallions 
There is a lot of movement in the breed eva-
luation of young dressage stallions. Five stal-
lions made it into the top ten for the first 
time. The Oldenburg stallion Bonds by Beni-
cio/Sir Donnerhall took the top position right 
away. With his first FN-breeding value of 
166, he overtook his sire Benicio (breeding 
value 160), who is also in this group and has 
been one of the top dressage horse produ-
cers in Germany for years. One of Bond‘s 
Hannoveraner offspring, his daughter Hann.
Pr.St. Be my Beauty Queen (breeder: Stefan 
Hermann, Imbshausen) from his first foal 
crop in 2017, deserves special mention. She 
became the top auction horse at the elite foal 
auction in Verden 2017 when Lone Boegh 
Henriksen from Hillerod, Danmark bought 
her for the sensational top sale price of 
160,000 Euros. Three years later she ranked 

All rankings can be found at www.wbfsh.
com. The breeding values of all current 
stallions are available in the „Hannovera-
ner Jahrbuch Hengste 2022“, which can 
be purchased at the office of the Hanno-
veraner Verband and at the Hannoveraner 
Shop, www.hannoveraner-shop.de.
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were mainly used in the Netherlands such as 
Jazz, Painted Black, Johnson, Krack C and 
Gribaldi. Some not so famous names like 
Donnerbube, Welt Hit I and Welt Hit II are 
found in the list of the top ten. Their number 
of offspring is comparatively low. By means 
of the complex calculation model, the bree-
ding value estimation can therefore also fil-
ter out interesting sires that have not been 
heavily used. This is a big difference to the 
WBFSH-stallion ranking, because it is very 
difficult for a stallion with few progeny to 
get to the top of this ranking. Two stallions 
from the top ten in the breeding value esti-
mation are also at the top in the WBFSH- 
ranking, namely Johnson in second place 
and his sire Jazz in third place.

Sandro Hit takes the lead
For the first time, Sandro Hit, who was disco-
vered and promoted by Paul Schockemöhle, 
is ranked number one in the list of the world 
ranking of dressage horse-sires. With Chac-
co-Blue among the show jumpers and Sand-
ro Hit among the dressage horses, two stalli-
ons from the Schockemöhle station are now 
ranked number one in the world. This is an 
outstanding success for which Paul Schocke-
möhle and his team are to be congratulated. 
Hannoveraner and Rhineland breeders have 
contributed significantly to Sandro Hit‘s top 
position. With Dorothee Schneider‘s Show-
time FRH (breeder: Heinrich Wecke, Stadtha-
gen), Sebastien (breeder: Inge Wencek, 
Moers) from the Rhineland, who was a mem-
ber of the Canadian Olympic team in Tokyo 

with Lindsey Kellogg, with Salvino (breeder 
Joachim Essink, Stockach), a team silver me-
dallist on the US team with rider Adrienne 
Lyle, and Statesman (rider Naima Moreira 
Laliberte, Canada) bred by Bernd Eylers, 
Hude, four of the five most successful Sandro 
Hit-offspring were Hannoveraner or Rhine-
land horses.

The Rhineland stallion Fidertanz by Fider-
mark/Ravallo (breeder: Hermann Schult, Hün-
xe), the new Hannoveraner Stallion Of The 
Year, was able to improve his position in the 
WBFSH rankings by one place and is now in 
an excellent sixth place. With his first off-
spring, the legendary Totilas jumps into the 
list of the top ten. His most successful horse 

is Edward Gal‘s Olympic horse, Glocks Total 
US (breeder: Stud Lewitz), who is registered 
Hannoveraner and holds an excellent fifth 
place in the world ranking of active dressage 
horses. Three more newcomers follow in the 
top ten of the dressage sires ranking: the 
Westphalian Spielberg by Sunny-Boy out of 
the Nogalte mare-line, the KWPN stallion 
Ampere, and in tenth place for the first time 
World Champion, Olympic Champion and the 
Hannoveraner Stallion Of The Year of 2016: 
Desperados by De Niro/Wolkenstein II bred 
by Herbert Schütt, Hemmoor, and ridden by 
Kristina Bröring-Sprehe. He is and always 
was stabled at Stud Sprehe. Nine of his off-
spring collected world-ranking points, eight 
of them are Hannoveraner. His most success-
ful offspring is the also licensed Destano 
(breeder: Heinrich Gießelmann, Barver), rid-
den by Simone Pearce and owned by Stud 
Sprehe, followed by Divina Royal (breeder: 
Janina Weinheimer, Hellwege), who was suc-
cessful in Spain with José Antonio Garcia 
Mena. Vice World Champion of young dres-
sage horses Destacado FRH (breeder: Hein-
rich Gießelmann, Barver), who is only eight 
years old and has already placed at the Grand 
Prix-level, also collected world-ranking points 
for his sire Desperados with Matthias Alexan-
der Rath from Stud Schafhof. 

Conclusions
The WBFSH ranking exclusively reflects the 
events of one year in international sport. It 
therefore is somewhat of a snapshot. In order 
to get to the top, a stallion of course has to 
produce good horses, which will also result in 
good breeding values. However, the stallions 
are often already quite old when they arrive 
at the top of the ranking. If a stallion places 
further down in the ranking then this does 
not necessarily mean that he is a bad sires. 
The worldwide approach of the rankings and 
the link to the FEI data base is certainly an 
advantage. The breeding value estimation on 
the other hand portrays the life work of a 
stallion using scientifically recognized statis-
tical methods. This already starts with rela-
tively young stallions with the breeding value 
for young horse-classes. Hence the breeder 
receives information about the first tendenci-
es of the stallion’s produce at an early stage. 
However, the FN breeding value estimation is 
a national one; a comparison of stallions who 
have their bases in different countries is dif-
ficult. Therefore, it is important to support the 
existing efforts to establish an international 
breeding value estimation. n

Top dressage stallions

FN-Breeding value  
estimation (young horses)

BV  
(accuracy)

1. Bonds (Old.) 166 (83%)

2. Don Juan de Hus (KWPN)            165 (93%)

2. Don Martillo p 165 (75%)

4. Escolar (Westf.)                    161 (97%)

5. Benicio p 160 (96%)

5. Zoom p 160 (80%)

7. For Dance (Rhld.) 159 (86%)

8. Morricone I (Old.)                   158 (94%)

8. Secret (DSP) 158 (86%)

10. Stanford (Rhld.)                   157 (81%)

Zoom by Zack/Don Schufro made a brilliant debut as a sire. With rider Helen Langehanenberg, he is 
on the road in the big dressage arena. Photo: Lafrentz
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At the end of November, 36 dressage stallions 
participated in the 50-day test in Adelheids-

dorf. Heinrich Plaas-Beisemann and Gerd Sickin-
ger served as the judges; Jana Freund and Tessa 
Frank were the guestriders. Segantini by Secret/
Fidermark (breeder: Christine Feichtinger, Vaduz/
LIE) led the field by a clear margin. Almost exactly 
twelve months ago, the typy, dark-brown stallion 
had been awarded a premium at Verden’s post-li-
censing. At the 50-day test, Segantini impressed 
with his willingness to perform, which was rewar-
ded with a 10. More top scores followed: 9.0 for 
trot and canter, 9.50 and 9.75 for rideability. With 
a final score of 9.02, the three-year-old held the 
top position. Segantini was born and raised at the 
W.M. Stud in Visselhövede. “He has no weaknes-
ses, neither in his movement nor in his attitude. 
We all had a good feeling at the test because he 
is a very solid horse in quality and in his perfor-

mance willingness,“ Eckhard Wahlers was pleased 
to share. The other two places on the podium 
went to Hannover as well. Florent Blue Hors by 
Floriscount/Desperados (breeder: ZG Pudenz and 
Frühling, Großefehn) placed second with a score 
of 8.65. The black stallion stands at the State Stud 
Marbach; he already celebrated victories in clas-
ses for young riding horses. Back in his home 
country, he distinguished himself with elegant 
movement combined with high rideability values. 
Third in the group was the Benicio/Diamond Hit 
son Bach (breeder: Friedrich and Edda Kröner, 
Schüttorf). In addition to his canter, his walk was 
also awarded a 9.0 – only one other competitor 
achieved this. Mathieu Beckmann had discovered 
the bay on the stallion sales in 2020. He has pro-
ven to have a good eye, Bach already won two 
classes for young riding horses. 

Four days later, Celle’s state stud stallion Von Und 
Zu did even better at the 50-day test in Schlieckau. 
The Vitalis/Floriscount son (breeder: Christa and 
Ludger Welling, Wietmarschen) convinced the test 
riders Philipp Hess and Marco Bührig to reward 
him with the dream score of 10. The chestnut re-
ceived the lowest score – still an 8.0 – for his be-
havior at the fence. Peter Mannheims and Rein-
hard Richenhagen awarded him a 9.50 for his 
overall impression, which made the final score 
jump up to 9.17. Von Und Zu had started his jour-
ney to the state stud as a premium stallion. The 
four-year-old had to abort the sport test at the 
beginning of this year, because he went lame be-
fore the test rider test on the last day. “He always 
cooperates beautifully. I am happy that he now 
showed at the test, what he shows us at home 
every day,“ Dr. Brockmann, the manager of the 
state stud, shares praising the stallion‘s rhythm 
and his cadence. “The test backs up the high qua-
lity of his first foals, which were born this year!“ 

The guestriders gave the second highest score, a 
9.75, to another Hannoveraner premium stallion, 
the one year younger chestnut Sky by Sezuan/
Donnerhall (breeder: Stud Neff, Frankenberg). The 
breeding farm called Gut Schönweide in Grebin 
had secured the rough diamond at the stallion sa-
les. One person in particular followed the result 
with special joy: Pascal Kandziora prepared both 
Von Und Zu and Sky for the licensing in Verden. 
“Both are quite similar: always totally motivated 
and extremely willing to perform. But they have 
completely different pedigrees. In the end, it is a 
matter of taste which stallion someone prefers. 
Both have a lot of talent,” says the trainer from 
Spelle. With a final score of 8.68, Sky made it onto 
the podium in third place.

Best of both tests 
from Hannover
Both 50-day tests for dressage stallions saw 
Hannoveraner winners: Segantini was the best in 
Adelheidsdorf, Von Und Zu won in Schlieckau. 
By Britta Züngel

Segantini by Secret/Fidermark won 
the 50-day test in Adelheidsdorf. 
Photo: Beelitz
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Results 50-day-test in Adelheidsdorf from 8. October to 26. November 2021 – focus dressage

Average/36 participants 8.40 8.43 8.38 7.26 7.63 7.49 7.78 7.26 7.60 8.05 7.66

Bach by Benicio/Diamond Hit 
B.: Friedrich and Edda Kröner, Schüttorf

8.50 8.50 8.50 8.00 9.00 9.00 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.59

Beck‘s by Benicio/Desperados 
B.: Christian Thelker, Venne

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.00 8.50 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.50 7.98

Best Dancer by Best of Gold/Sir Donnerhall 
B.: Andreas Middelkampf, Grönloh

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 7.50 8.00 8.75 8.16

Democracy by F-D‘avie/Desperados 
B.: Mirjam Drenth, Oude Pekela/NED

8.50 8.50 8.50 8.00 7.50 7.50 8.00 6.00 8.00 8.50 7.83

Don Libre K by Don K/Likoto xx 
B.: Wilfried Lührs, Neustadt

8.25 8.50 8.00 7.50 8.00 6.00 7.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 7.44

Fiancé by Foundation/Wynton 
KWPN

8.75 8.50 9.00 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.50 7.00 8.50 9.00 8.33

Finnigan‘s Skyfall AB by Finnigan
B.: HM Sporthorses GbR, Dinslaken

8.50 8.50 8.50 8.00 8.00 7.50 8.00 7.00 8.00 8.75 8.01

Florent Blue Hors by Floriscount/Desperados 
B.: ZG Pudenz and Frühling, Großefehn

8.75 8.50 9.00 8.50 9.00 8.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 8.75 8.64

For Glory HW by Fürstbischof/Alabaster 
B.: ZG Lüdemann and, Seebold-Lüdemann

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.50 8.00 7.50 8.50 8.00 8.00 7.50 7.82

Fürsten Hit by Fürstenball/Sandro Hit 
B.: Gestüt Lewitz, Mühlen

8.00 8.50 7.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 7.50 6.00 7.00 7.75 7.18

Momentum by Morricone/Fürstenball 
B.: Dirk Vierke, Deutschhorst

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.50 7.50 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.25 7.85

Neros by In Style/Oscar 
KWPN

8.00 7.50 8.50 8.00 8.50 7.50 7.50 8.00 8.00 8.25 8.01

Quantenstar by Quantensprung/Sandro Hit 
B.: Elke and Dr. Klaus Herrmann, Otterndorf

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.50 7.00 8.00 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.60

Segantini by Secret/Fidermark 
B.: Christine Feichtinger, Vaduz/LIE

9.50 9.00 10 9.00 9.00 8.50 9.50 7.00 9.50 9.75 9.03

San Frederico de Cologne by San Amour/ 
Don Frederico, B.: Ursula Ohk, Köln

7.50 8.00 7.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 6.00 7.00 6.00 7.25 6.40

Results 50-day-test in Schlieckau from 12. October to 30. November 2021 – focus dressage

Average/39 participants 8.46 8.62 8.29 7.64 7.99 7.65 7.74 7.71 7.81 8.16 7.89

Ben Amour by Ben Benicio/San Amour 
B.: Thomas Kaufels, Apenburg-Winterfeld

8.25 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.00 7.00 7.50 7.00 7.50 7.75 7.67

Dunkelfuchs by Bonds/Don Frederico 
Oldenburg

8.75 9.00 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.50 8.18

Bowmore by Bordeaux/Fürst Piccolo 
Oldenburg

8.75 9.00 8.50 8.00 8.00 7.50 8.50 7.50 8.50 8.75 8.14

Debutant PS by Deparon/Zonik 
Oldenburg

8.75 9.00 8.50 9.00 8.50 7.50 8.50 7.50 8.50 9.50 8.53

Decennium by Devonport/Dannebrog 
B.: Hendrik Schäfer, Köchingen

9.00 9.00 9.00 8.00 8.50 7.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.25 8.24

Fair Deal by Franklin/Fürstenball 
Oldenburg

8.75 9.00 8.50 9.00 9.00 7.00 8.50 8.00 8.50 9.25 8.52

Fame by For Romance/Quando-Quando 
B.: Margit Wolle, Burweg

8.25 8.50 8.00 7.00 7.50 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.22

Ferrari Forever by Helium/Impetus 
Trakehner

8.50 9.00 8.00 7.00 7.50 8.00 7.50 8.00 7.50 7.75 7.67

Four Roses by Fürtenball/Sir Donnerhall 
Westphalia

8.00 8.50 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.25 7.51

Raven (Rhld,) by Revolution/Christ 
B.: Wiebke und Eitel Whers, Lehrte

8.75 9.00 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 7.50 8.00 9.00 8.20

Rheinglanz by Helium/Couracius 
Trakehner

8.75 9.00 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.75 8.38

Rockdale by Rock Springs/Damsey 
B.: Walter Wöhlke, Flögeln

8.75 8.50 9.00 8.00 8.50 7.00 8.00 7.50 8.00 9.25 8.14

Rom by Revolution/Donnerschwee 
B.: ZG Wencek, Sonsbeck

8.00 7.50 8.50 7.50 8.50 8.00 7.50 8.00 7.50 8.00 7.93

Santos by Secret/Don Schufro 
Oldenburg

9.00 9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 8.50 8.50 8.00 9.00 9.25 8.77
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Secret Game by Secret/Desperados 
Westphalia

9.00 9.00 9.00 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.25 8.26

Sky by Sezuan/Sir Donnerhall 
B.: Gestüt Neff, Frankenberg

9.00 9.00 9.00 8.50 9.00 7.50 8.50 9.00 8.50 9.75 8.68

Total Diamond PS by Totilas/Sir Donnerhall 
Oldenburger

8.00 8.00 8.00 7.50 8.50 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.75 8.05

Vangelis by Vitalis/Sandro Hit 
DSP

8.50 8.50 8.50 8.00 7.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 7.50 8.00 7.71

Venido by Veneziano/Sir Donnerhall 
Oldenburg

8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 5.00 8.00 8.00 7.82

Vivanero by Vivaldi/Zonik
B.: Willem Klausing GbR, Diepholz

8.25 8.50 8.00 7.50 8.00 7.50 8.00 7.00 8.00 7.25 7.67

Von Und Zu by Vitalis/Floriscount
B.: C, u, L, Welling, Wietmarschen

9.25 9.00 9.50 9.50 9.00 8.50 9.00 8.00 9.50 10 9.17

Zakaria by Zoom/Fürst Nymphenburg 
B.: Otto Rudolf Fuchs, Meinerzhagen

8.25 8.00 8.50 7.50 8.50 8.00 8.00 7.00 8.00 8.50 8.04

50-day-Tests focus show jumping
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Results 50-day-test in Adelheidsdorf from 10. October to 28. November – focus show jumping

Average/37 participants 8,51 8,46 8,57 6,38 7,51 6,78 8,00 7,97 7,72 7,89 7,94 7,83

Charité by Comme il faut/Spartacus
Westphalia

9,00 8,50 9,50 7,50 8,50 6,50 8,00 8,50 8,00 8,50 8,50 8,35

Dunkelfuchs by Comme il faut/Quality Time
B.: horseszucht Dr. Jacobs, Bierbergen

8,75 8,50 9,00 6,50 7,50 7,50 8,00 8,50 8,50 8,50 8,00 8,20

Coeur de Bella Donna  
by Cornet Obolensky/Baldini II, OS

8,50 8,50 8,50 6,00 8,00 6,50 8,00 8,00 8,50 8,50 8,00 8,11

Dia Gold by Dia Corrado/Stakkato Gold
B.: Friedhelm Albers, Lengerich

8,50 8,50 8,50 6,50 8,00 8,50 8,50 8,50 8,00 8,50 7,50 8,13

Diadore by Diacontinus/Picard
B.: Erhard Tiemann, Lüstringen

8,50 8,50 8,50 7,50 8,50 7,00 8,50 8,00 8,50 8,50 7,50 8,19

Bay by Eldorado van de Zeshoek/ 
Cinsey, DSP

8,25 7,50 9,00 5,00 7,00 5,50 7,50 9,00 8,50 9,00 8,25 8,15

Kamino Real by Karajan/Check In
DSP

8,50 8,50 8,50 6,00 8,00 7,50 8,00 8,50 7,50 8,00 8,50 8,06

Bay by Karajan/Diar Noir
B.: Josef and Christiane Wilbers, Weeze

8,50 8,50 8,50 7,00 8,50 6,50 8,50 8,50 8,00 8,00 7,75 8,15

Noaa by Nixon van het Meulenhof/
Cumthago C, BWP

8,50 8,50 8,50 7,50 8,50 6,00 8,50 8,00 8,00 8,00 8,00 8,09

Oganero P by Ogano Sitte/Lyjanero
DSP

8,50 8,50 8,50 6,50 7,50 5,50 8,50 8,00 8,00 8,00 9,00 8,05

Zenegro by Zinedream/Stolzenberg
B.: Dr. Charsten Haack, Freiburg

8,25 8,50 8,00 7,00 7,50 6,00 8,50 8,00 8,00 8,00 8,50 7,98

Results 50-day-test in Neustadt/Dosse from 1. October to 19. November 2021 – focus show jumping

Average/38 participants 8.60 8.61 8.59 6.61 7.83 6.95 7.96 8..25 7.86 8.09 8.09 8.02

Fuchs by Askari/Calido
B.: Jens Wichmann, Gardelegen

8.75 9.00 8.50 7.50 8.50 7.00 9.00 9.00 8.50 8.50 8.50 859

Abelado by Alaba/Monti Obolensky
B.: Ferienhof Stücker, Weeze

8.25 8.50 8.00 6.00 7.50 5.50 7.00 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.75 685

Akando by Askari/Askanier
DSP

8.75 8.50 9.00 7.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.00 8.50 823

Baltic Baileys by Barcley/Corrado
Holstein

8.50 9.00 8.00 6.50 7.50 6.00 8.50 8.50 8.00 8.50 9.00 821

Big Tender by Big Star/Quintender
Westphalia

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 7.50 8.00 7.50 785

Candid by Conditus/Canto
Holsteiner

8.75 9.00 8.50 8.00 9.00 9.50 9.00 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.25 8.50

Carnegie by Chacoon Blue/Balou du Rouet
B.: Gerd Janssen, Neuschoo

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.00 7.50 6.50 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.25 8.10

Catoki Junior by Catoki/Balou du Rouet
OS

9.00 9.00 9.00 8.00 8.00 5.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.75 8.43

Cellado by Cellestial/Corrado
Holsteiner

9.25 9.00 9.50 6.00 9.00 7.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.50 8.98

C‘est un rêve by Comme il faut/Larimar
Holsteiner

9.00 9.00 9.00 6.00 7.50 7.00 8.00 9.00 8.50 8.50 7.75 8.26

Chardo by Carleston/Nerrado
Holstein

8.75 8.50 9.00 7.50 9.00 6.50 9.00 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.25 8.41
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With the results of the 50-day tests in Adelheidsdorf, Schlieckau and Neustadt/Dosse, the results of all Hannoveraner and stallions from the 
Rhineland as well as the stallions licensed for Hannover and the Rhineland from other breeding areas have been published. Some stallions 
were licensed following the stallion performance test.

Cornefino by Cornet Obolensky/Casall
Holstein

8.50 8.50 8.50 6.00 7.50 6.50 8.00 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.00 7.99

Diamant de Cador by Diamant de Plaisir/
Cador, B.: Jan Corme-Sperling, Lutter

8.75 8.50 9.00 6.50 7.50 7.00 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.25 8.13

Diamant de Zélande ZV by Diamant de 
Semilly/Kannan, Zangersheide

9.00 9.00 9.00 6.50 8.00 8.00 8.00 9.00 8.00 8.50 8.75 8.43

Schimmel by Diamant de Plaisir/Cellestial
B.: Mike Papke, Bernau

8.75 9.00 8.50 7.50 8.50 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.25 8.31

Martini VDL by Zapetano VDL/Harley VDL
KWPN

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.50 8.00 7.00 8.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 8.75 8.63

Necofino II by Nerrado/Acorado
Holstein

8.75 8.50 9.00 6.50 8.50 9.00 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.50 8.00 8.29

Noble King by Nubalou W.Z./Calido
Westphalia

8.50 8.50 8.50 7.50 8.50 7.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.75 8.49

Bay by Quaid/Eibisch II
B.: Staj Mustang, Lucina/CZE

8.50 8.50 8.50 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.00 8.50 7.50 8.00 7.00 7.56

Bay by Quaid/Chacco-Blue
B.: Staj Mustang, Lucina/CZE

8.00 8.50 7.50 6.50 8.00 7.50 7.50 8.00 7.50 7.50 7.75 7.74

Quudo Bö by Qualito/Embassy
B.: Helmut Böttcher, Ehlbeck

8.50 8.50 8.50 6.50 7.50 7.50 8.50 8.50 8.00 8.50 9.25 8.29

Spreefeuer Dree Boeken by Stakkato Gold 
B.: Zuchthof Dree Boeken, Prieros

8.50 8.50 8.50 6.00 8.00 6.00 8.50 8.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 7.95

38 young stallions with highly interesting jumping 
genes flowing in their veins completed the first 
50-day test of the year in Neustadt/Dosse. The fi-
nal test was scheduled for November 19. The ol-
dest participant finished as the second best: CC-
Top by Askari/Calido is still owned by his breeder 
Jens Wichmann, Roxförde, and already won show 
jumping-classes at the L-level with Jessica Tim-
mas. In addition to the nine for his style over the 
colored poles, the judges Dieter Stut and Hubert 
Uphaus noted a second “very good“ for rideabili-
ty. His final score was 8.61.

 The Holstein stallion Cellado by Celestial/Corrado 
from the stallion station Heiko Schmidt, Neu Ben-
thien, was the only horse to finish with a better 
result. He was licensed for Hannover on this occa-
sion. The three-year-old, grey stallion passed the 
stallion test with a final score of 8.95. The second 
best Hannoveraner, Diamant de Champ by Dia-
mant de Plaisir/Cellestial (breeder: Mike Papke, 
Bernau), came from Verden’s foal auction and was 
entered by the renowned Czech stud Staj Mus-
tang. His average score was 8.30. He was closely 
followed by the Quaid/Embassy son Quudo Bö 
(breeder: Helmut Böttcher, Ehlbeck), who spent 
the breeding season at the State Stud Redefin. The 
bay stallion out of the line of Täuschung used this 
time to prove himself in competitions. He has 
eight placings in jumping horse-classes with Sven 
Göller and Maximilian Gräfe. 

With his unbelievable performance willingness, 
the OS stallion Chaccothage Blue PS by Chacco-
Blue/Conthargos out of Paul Schockemöhle‘s Luft-
flotte convinced in Adelheidsdorf at the end of 
November. The dream score of 10 is framed by 
brilliant scores for manner, ability, rideability and 
general impression, which were 9.00 and better. 
All in all, the athletic bay stallion received a final 
score of 9.04 and a positive inspection result for 
Hannover. The best Hannoveraner of the 37 exa-
minees was Diadore by Diacontinus/Picard (bree-
der: Erhard Tiemann, Lüstringen), who has already 
collected ribbons at the M-level with Holger Ron-
ne. The five-year-old left the stallion testing site 
with an overall score of 8.24. n

In Schlieckau, Von Und Zu by Vitalis/Floriscount took 
the victory. Photo: LL-Photo
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Statue Dieta in its present place 
in front of the Niedersachsenhalle. 
Photo: Tilgner This is not the first 100-year anniversary to be 

celebrated at Lindhooper Straße 92 in Verden. 
Already in 1988, the founding of the Hannovera-
ner Studbook in 1888 was celebrated with a show 
evening on the occasion of the Ratje-Niebuhr-
Show. The purpose of the Hannoveraner Studbook 
was “to create a public document which officially 
proves the origin of all presently existing excellent 
broodmares and their offspring, which are free of 
heritable defects, suitable for breeding, produced 
by homogeneous fore-parents and correspond 
with the type of the Hannoveraner half-bred hor-
ses“. In 1888, a breeding goal was already deter-
mined according to which the noble halfbred horse 
was to be – above all – a “medium-sized carriage 

Hannoveraner Verband
In 1922, the breeders of Hannoveraner horses joined forces and founded the 
Verband hannoverscher Warmblutzüchter – exactly 100 years ago. An anniversary 
that calls for a celebration! 
By Juliana Küspert

horse, a strong riding horse and a horse suitable 
for the troops, especially as a cuirassier horse and 
an artillery-pole horse“. The studbook was initially 
kept by the Royal Agricultural Society of Hannover 
and from 1899 on by Hannover’s Chamber of Agri-
culture. Freiherr von Troschke was chairman of the 
studbook from 1891 to 1915, followed by Exzel-
lenz von der Decken from 1915 to 1930. During 
Carl-Ludwig von der Decken’s term in office, a uni-
on of Hannoveraner horse breeders was initiated, 
which was given the name Provinzialverband Han-
noverscher Warmblutzüchter on the inaugural 
meeting on July 25, 1922. Von der Decken was 
elected chairman and the office was set up at the 
Chamber of Agriculture in Hannover. The employee 

100 Years
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of the Chamber of Agriculture, Fritz Hoppe, beca-
me the office manager of the provincial society 
and thus also the studbook manager. In 1935 the 
society was renamed “Verband hannoverscher 
Warmblutzüchter e. V.“. Since 2007, the Verband 
carries the present name “Hannoveraner Verband 
e. V.“.

Also in 1922, the member magazine was publis-
hed for the first time. At that time it was called 
“Hannoversches Pferd – journal for horse breeding 
and sport”. It was published every fortnight. Due 
to a lack of interest, it was discontinued after the 
first year. In 1924, it was published again, but then 
only monthly. From 1943 to 1949 the magazine 
was not published. Since 1991, the magazine was 
published under the name DER HANNOVERANER, 
initially every other month, and since 2002 month-
ly. The member magazine will be published in its 
96th year in 2022. 

Another anniversary was already celebrated exten-
sively in 2019: 70 years of Verden’s auctions. The 
first auction in Verden took place in November of 
1949 in the riding hall on Brunnenweg. After two 
auctions, the location changed to the barracks 
complex at the old Holzmarkt, where the Horse 
Museum is located today. From autumn 1951 on-
wards, Verden’s auctions were held in the old Nie-
dersachsenhalle on Lönsweg. The new Niedersach-
senhalle on Lindhooper Straße was ready for 
occupation in autumn of 1972. Modernizing the 
arena took two years. The inauguration of the 
complex took place on March 26, 2012. 

 

1  Anniversary advertisement 100 years of studbook, 
2  Niedersachsenhalle in a new look, 3  + 8  old Nie-

dersachsenhalle on Lönsweg, 4  original front page 
on the regulations of the Hannoveraner studbook   
5  Inauguration of Dieta Statue in 1981, 6  mare 

show in Bodenstein 1989, 7  first edition of  “Hanno-
versches Pferd“ 20. May 1922 Photos: Bernhagen, Bolze, 
Fellner, Menzendorf, Sting, Archiv
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In 2022, 100 years of the Hannoveraner Ver-
band will be celebrated. Whether with an anni-
versary issue of DER HANNOVERANER in July, 
various events of the district associations and 
horse breeding clubs, an exhibition about the 
past 100 years or with an anniversary ball – this 
anniversary will be duly celebrated!
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Out of 41 horses, which were offered for sale, 
all sold digitally; 24 will stay in Germany, 17 

will travel to a total of eight different countries. 
With four purchases each, bidders from Spain and 
France acquired the most horses. Regular custo-
mers from Spain secured the top seller of the auc-
tion: A brown gelding named Frido by Finest/Spör-
cken (breeder: Julia and Dr. Arndt-Friedrich Echte, 
Hameln; exhibitor: Monika Decke, Balge). During 
the one-week bidding period on the internet as 
well as during the twelve-day tryouts in Verden, 
the interest in the rideable gelding, who always 
moved in rhythm, became apparent early on. The 
final bid of 56,000 Euros was accepted. The se-
cond most expensive dressage horse was Defice 
(breeder: Renate Weber, Hamburg; exhibitor: Win-
nie Yazdi, Hamburg), a daughter out of the first 
crop of Don Martillo, the world champion of five-

The talented mare was bred and sold by Werner 
Rückgauer from Krautheim. Lotte on Fire by Light 
My Fire/Escudo (breeder/exhibitor: Regina Stege, 
Uetze) sold to the Netherlands for 35,000 Euros. 
This four-year-old bay arrived in Verden with an Ia-
premium, the qualification for the Hannoveraner 
premium, a second place in an aptitude test and a 
successfully completed broodmare test. The third 
most expensive show jumper had also participated 
in a competition before the auction: Manitu by My-
lord Carthago/Silvio (breeder/exhibitor: Elmgestüt 
“Drei Eichen“ GmbH & Co. KG, Königslutter), born 

Final countdown
For the fifth and last time in 2021, riding horses 
were offered for sale online at Verden’s auction on 
November 20th.    
By Dr. Katharina Wiegand

Statistics
Riding horses
Offered for sale 41 horses

Number of auctions 41 horses

Total turnover 887,000.00 Euros

Average price 21,634.14 Euros

Top price 56,000.00 Euros

Lowest price 8,500.00 Euros

Price range
 8,000 to 10,999 Euros 2 horses

11,000 to 14,999 Euros 10 horses

15,000 to 24,999 Euros 17 horses

25,000 Euros and more 12 horses

Two- and-half-year old stallions
Offered for sale 12 stalllions

Number of auctions 12 stalllions

Total turnover 144,000.00 Euros

Average price 12,000.00 Euros

Top price 17,500.00 Euros

Lowest price 9,500.00 Euros

Price range
 8,000 to 10,999 Euros 3 stalllions

11,000 to 14,999 Euros 8 stalllions

15,000 to 24,999 Euros 1 stallion

Sold to areas
Germany 24

Belgium 1 France 4

Great Britain 2 Netherlands 1

Sweden 1 Spain 4

USA 3 Hungary 1

Sold to areas
Germany 9 Poland 1

USA 1 Austria 1

year-old dressage horses in 2017. This three-year-
old chestnut mare out of a dam by Scolari sold for 
45,000 Euros to longtime customers from Germa-
ny. Another three-year-old liver chestnut follows in 
the statistics: For Baileys H by Benicio/Dancier 
(breeder/exhibitor: ZG Harm, Großheide) sold to 
the USA for 36,500 Euros. The most expensive 
jumper was Quality Top by Qualito/Grey Top – he 
sold for 46,000 Euros and will stay in Germany. 

in 2017, sold for 33,500 Euros and will continue to 
be promoted in the Ukraine. 

In comparison to the previous year, the average 
price improved by more than 5,000 Euros to 
21,634 Euros. This is a new record for Verden’s No-
vember auctions. Twelve horses sold for 25,000 
Euros and more, another 17 obtained prices of 
15,000 Euros and better. The collection of horses, 
however, was quite small compared to previous 
years with 45 horses listed in the auction brochure. 

Twelve two-and-a-half year old jumping stallions 
complemented the collection of riding horses. This 
shift was due to the change in the pre-selection of 
stallions for the licensing. In previous years, the 
stallions, which were admitted to the auction at 
the pre-selection, participated in the elite auction. 
Due to the timing, the jumping stallions, this year, 
could not be offered for sale until the November 
auction. The young sport aspirants sold for an ave-
rage of 12,000 Euros. Two of them will leave Ger-
many and travel to Poland and Austria. Another 
Qualito-descendant holds a clear lead in the sale 
statistics: Question of Honour by Qualito/Acorado 
(breeder/exhibitor: Martin Klintworth, Ohrensen) 
found a new owner for 17,500 Euros. A renowned 
trainer from the vicinity of Verden bought the bay 
stallion for an American hunter- and show jumper-
stable. n

Frido by Finest/Spörcken was sold at 56,000 Euros to 
Spain. Photos: Beelitz

For the most expensive jumper, Quality Top by Quali-
to/Grey Top, 46,000 Euros had to be invested.
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She stood there like a monument: proud 
and firm. All eyes were on her. The setting 

was perfect. Between the final of the Hanno-
veraner Jumping Masters and the stallion 
sales of the show jumping stallions, St.Pr.St. 
Coletha by Contendro/Singular Joter was ho-
noured as Hannoveraner Mare Of The Year 
2021. She embodies the prototype of a show 
jumping mare: Bred out of a sport-proven 
dam, she was a successful competitor herself, 
and passes on her outstanding talents to her 
sons and daughters. At the age of 19, her 
legs are still clear, her back strong, her mind 
alert. While she posed to be honoured, one 
had the feeling that she felt it was about her 
and that she knew it was about something 
special. Her presence in the Niedersachsen-
halle was impressive. For this moment, her 
owner Ludwig Lemenu from Hunters Stud-
farm in Belgium had spared no expense or 
effort to be able to present her at the cere-
monial tribute. She travelled from Italy where 
she is currently undergoing ICSI embryo coll-
ection. Visibly moved, her breeder Egon 
Schröder from Hittbergen, who celebrated his 
83rd birthday a few days earlier, accepted the 
certificate and the well-funded check from 
the R+V/VTV insurance company.

Born on March 17, 2002 as the daughter of a 
dam who was successful up to the advanced 
(S) level, St.Pr.St. Coletha out of the line of 
Aigrette started her career by winning her 
class at the mare show in Hohnstorf. In the 
following years, the Contendro daughter 
showed her outstanding predisposition with 
the dream score of 10 for free-jumping at the 
broodmare test, with obtaining places four 
and two at the free-jumping competitions of 
the Hannoveraner Jumping Horse Breeding 
Program as well as with earning six victories 

in classes for young show jumpers. After her 
first foal, which she gave birth to at the age 
of five, another show season followed at the 
age of six. According to her age, she was suc-
cessful up to the medium (M) level. Holger 
Kubelke who had ridden her dam, also rode 
her. At mare shows, in free-jumping, at com-
petitions, St.Pr.St. Coletha always finished 
somewhere in or near the front. 

The ideal partner
The Stakkato/Dinar son Scendix (breeder: 
Gudrun Wenzel, Bad Gandersheim) proved to 
be the ideal partner for St.Pr.St. Coletha. He 
was available to the breeders for the first 
time in 2006; through him, Egon Schröder 
and Ludwig Lemenu got in touch. The bay 
stallion was a member of the stallion squad 
of Hunters Studfarm. Later on, he made a 
name for himself as the winner of the presti-
gious “Sires of the World“ jumping competi-
tion in Zangersheide/BEL and obtained seve-
ral placements at 1.50 metre-jumper classes. 
St.Pr.St. Coletha‘s first foal was a hit. Hunter‘s 
Scendro was licensed in Verden and in Belgi-
um, participated twice in the World Champi-
onships for young show jumpers in Lanaken 
and afterwards was internationally success-
ful. In the meantime, the privately-owned 
stallion is the sire of several successful, ad-
vanced (S) level show jumpers. In 2010 his 
full sister Scenletha was born. In 2013, she 
was celebrated as the reserve champion 
mare of the Herwart von der Decken-Show 
and placed second in the free jumping- com-
petition in Verden the following year. The 
black mare also participated twice in the 
World Championships for young show jum-
pers and by now celebrates victories and pla-
cings up to 1.60 metres. Her greatest success 
happened just five months ago: Scenletha 

won the Eurospean Championships for young 
riders in Vilamoura with Jack Whitaker and 
won the bronze medal with the British team. 
The third of the powerful full-siblings is nine-
year-old Scendro II, who was born on the 
farm of Ludwig Lemenu in Belgium and is 
now at home in Italy. With Vincenzo Cinelli, 
he is victorious up to 1.45 metres. 

Scennixe, born in 2011, is a member of Egon 
Schröder‘s broodmare band. Like Scenletha, 
she competed at the Herwart von der De-
cken-Show and made it onto the podium twi-
ce in the free jumping-competition. She 
passed on the score of 10 for ability at the 
mare test to her daughter Hann.Pr.A. Hickxie 
by Hickstead White. She continues the suc-
cess series of her mother and her sister and 
was one of the best at the Verband’s mare 
show in Verden two years ago. She also secu-
res this mare line at her breeder’s farm in 
Hittbergen and expects her first foal next 
year. In the meantime, St.Pr.St. Coletha‘s se-
cond youngest daughter Scenndrinne is used 
for breeding at Hunters Studfarm in Belgium. 
Also by Scendix, she made it into the finals of 
the World Championships for five-year-old 
show jumpers in 2018. 

Egon Schröder breeds performance horses 
based on the dam line of Dannenberg. St.Pr.
St. Coletha has left her mark in the breeding 
area for Hannoveraner show jumpers and in 
Belgium, the country of jumpers. Modern re-
production techniques are currently ensuring 
that her valuable genetic material continues 
to circulate. n

Prototyp of a 
jumping mare
St.Pr.St. Coletha was bred by Egon 
Schröder and is Mare Of The Year 2021.
By Ulrich Hahne

St.Pr.St. Coletha with Simon Riquière from 
Hunters Studfarm, Melanie Kosse and Egon 
Schröder. Photo: Fellner
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Stallion Directory      2022

(1) State Stud Celle

Besamungsstation Celle

Besamungsstation Celle und EU-Embryotransferstation 
Celle, Jägerstr. 3, 29221 Celle, ph. +5141/929420, 
ph. +5141/929421, fax +5141/929455, ph. 
+177/5788742 SM T. Schoolmann, ph. +172/5172800 
OSM O. Ahlvers, celle@landgestuetcelle.de

Asagao xx (FS), ‘09, chestnut, by Tertullian xx/Tagel xx

Bach (FS), ’18, bay, by Benicio/Diamond Hit

Bourbon (FS), Westf., ’16, bay, by Baccardi/Lissaro

Caytens (FS), ’16, grey, by Cornet Obolensky/Stakkato

Despacito (FS), ‘15, black, by Don Nobless/Sandro Hit

Edward* (FS), ’05, chestnut, by Embassy/Fabriano

Floriscount (FS), Old., ’05, chestnut, by Florencio/
Donnerhall

Franco Nero (FS), ’14, bay, by Franziskus/Sorento

Fürstbischof (FS), Old., ‘09, dark bay  
by Fürst Romancier/Plaisir d‘Amour

Fusionist (FS), ’16, bay, by Franklin/Ehrentanz

Iowa Gold (FS), Old., ’17, black, by Ibizza/De Niro 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test.

Ivanhoe (FS), Trak., ‘12, black,  
by Millennium/Hohenstein

Karat du Plessis (FS), KWPN, ‘15, grey,  
by Padock du Plessis/Corofino

Kros (FS), Trak., ’13, chestnut, by Ajpek/Sword xx

Schwarzgold (FS), Trak., ‘09, black, by Imperio/Consul

Scolari (FS), ‘04, bay, by Sandro Hit/De Niro

Stanley (FS), ’06, chestnut by Stakkato/Loredo A

Stolzenberg (FS), ’99, dark bay by Stakkato/Sandro A

Vaderland (FS), Old., ‘16, bay, by Vitalis/Krack C

V-Plus (FS), Old., ‘14, black, by Vivaldi/Fürst Romancier

Zoom (FS), ’14, bay, by Zack/Don Schufro. 

Adelheidsdorf

EU-Besamungsstation Adelheidsdorf, An der HPA 
1, 29352 Adelheidsdorf, ph. +5141/8856184, 
fax +5141/8879957, ph. +171/7180166 OSM A. 
Habermann, ph. +172/5139365 SM E. Erlingsen, ph. 
+152/29580411 GOW A. Apelt, ph. +172/4469576 
GHW C. Meinicke), adelheidsdorf@landgestuetcelle.de 

Ben Amour (FS), ‘18, bay, by Ben Benicio/San Amour

Brixton (FS), Westf., ‘16, chestnut, by Borsalino/His Highness

Calivio PJ (FS), ‘17, by Calido/Silvio

Castle Creek (FS), Holst., ‘14, by Casall/Carthago

Carnegie (FS) ‘18, by Chaccon Blue/Balou du Rouet

Dia Pleasure (FS), ’14, black, by Diacontinus/Quintender

Diacontinus (FS), ’10, grey, by Diarado/Contendro A

Diamant de Cador (FS), ’18, bay,  
by Diamant de Plaisir/Cador 

Diro (FS), ’17, dark bay by Diamant de Semilly/Sandro A

Dohnanyi (FS), ’14, chestnut, by De Niro/Lauries Crusador xx

Emilio Sánchez (FS), ‘12, bay,  
by Estobar NRW/Don Crusador

Freigeist (FS), ‘18, bay, by Foundation/Competent 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test.

Friedrich der Große (FS), ‘17, dark bay 
by For Romance II/Davignon

Fürst Belissaro (FS), ‘11, dark bay  
by Fürstenball/Belissimo M

Grey Top (FS), ’07, grey, by Graf Top/Singular Joter A

High Level (FS), OS, ’16, bay, by Heartbreaker/Voltaire

Khedira (FS), ‘15, OS, brown,  
by Kannan/Caretano Z A

Labbadio (FS), ‘14, OS, dark bay by Lissaro/Dancier

Livaldon (FS), ‘10, Df., by Vivaldi/Donnerhall

Nechristo (FS), ‘15, Df., by Negro/Christ

Rockdale (FS), ‘17, bay, by Rock Springs/Damsey

Shu Fu (FS), ‘17, chestnut, by Sezuan/Fürst Heinrich

Valensky (FS), ’16, bay,  
by Valentino/Cornet Obolensky A

Venido (FS), Old., ‘18, Df., by Veneziano/Sir Donnerhall

Vidar (FS), ‘14, chestnut, by Viscount/Edward

The studbook commitee decided to enter the stallions of the State Stud Celle and privately owned stallions listed below into Stallion Book I of 
Hannoveraner Verband for the breeding season 2022. After successful completion of the 14-day test or the sport test, there will be additions in 
the coming issues. Behind the name you find the information whether the stallion is available by natural cover (N), fresh seemen (FS), shipped 
seemen (VS) or frozen seemen (T).

Hannoveraner Jumper Breeding Programme  
Stallions of the Hannoveraner Jumper Breeding Programme are marked with A.

WFFS-Status 
According to the extended board decision of November 28, 2018, only stallions that have been tested for WFFS will be published in the stal-
lion directory. Stallions with a predisposition are marked with a * behind the name. 

Viscount (FS), ’09, dark bay by Valentino/Acorado

Zakaria (FS), ‘18, bay, by Zoom/Fürst Nymphenburg

Bodenstein

Klostergut 33, 38729 Bodenstein, ph. +5383/8099,  
fax +5383/907378, ph. +172/5475855, GOW R. 
Maaß, bodenstein@landgestuetcelle.de

Grethem

An der alten Leine 1a, 29690 Grethem, ph. +5164/ 
8206, fax +5164/800732, ph. +171/8352169 GHW H. 
Feldhus, grethem@landgestuetcelle.de 

Königslutter

Rieseberger Weg 23, 38154 Königslutter, ph. +5353/ 
913221, fax +5353/9109691, ph. +172/8052500 OSM 
U. Seegers, koenigslutter@landgestuetcelle.de

Nörten-Hardenberg

37176 Nörten-Hardenberg, ph. +5503/915828, fax 
+5503/915829, ph. +160/4268496, GHW D. Conrad, 
hardenberg@landgestuetcelle.de

Roydorf

Hof Benecke, In‘n Dörp 3, 21423 Roydorf/Winsen, 
ph. +4171/71905, fax +4171/607594, ph. 
+176/62355527 HSM O. Köhler, ph. +179/7857056 
SM E. Sicke, roydorf@landgestuetcelle.de

Splietau

Hof Benecke, In‘n Dörp 3, 21423 Roydorf/Winsen, 
Dannenberger Str. 6, 29451 Dannenberg/OT 
Splietau, ph. +5861/2225, fax +5861/979125, ph. 
+172/5422267, 1. HSM Joachim Winter, splietau@
landgestuetcelle.de 

Wittingen

Lüben 4, 29378 Wittingen, ph. +5831/1590, ph. 
+5831/25350, fax +5831/992086, ph. +173/8883993 
GHW Hiestermann, wittingen@landgestuetcelle.de 

Verden

Lindhooper Str. 81 a, 27283 Verden, ph. 
+4231/935341, fax +4231/935407, ph. 
+172/5412322 SM U. Koch, ph. +176/99149090

Stallions
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Süstedt/Jardinghausen

Kastanienallee 10, 28857 Syke/Jardinghausen, ph. 
+4248/9039680 oder ph. +4248/9039681, fax 
+4248/9039682, ph. +171/2616352 OSM K. Berger,  
ph. +171/7526862 SM C. Sachtleben,  
suestedt@landgestuetcelle.de

Landesbergen

Hahnenberg 7, 31628 Landesbergen, ph. 
+5761/9086880 oder ph. +172/5472544 GHW D. 
Müller, landesbergen@landgestuetcelle.de

Hepstedt

Brunshoopweg 1, 27412 Hepsted., ph. +4283/1516, 
fax +4283/955275, ph. +172/7850885, GHW S. Meyer, 
hepstedt@landgestuetcelle.de

Dorum

Themelner Weg 2, 27632 Dorum, ph. +4742/2100,  
Fax ph. +4742/254887, ph. +172/2761302 HSM H. 
Steinhoff dorum@landgestuetcelle.de

Bargstedt

Landstr. 17, 21698 Bargstedt, ph. +4164/2153, 
ph. +4164/800115, fax +4164/800116, ph. 
+173/5122033 GHW K. Münstermann, bargstedt@
landgestuetcelle.de

Dobrock

Hasenbeckallee 33, 21789 Wingst, ph. 
+4778/8009618, ph. +4778/8009619, fax 
+4778/8009622,  
ph. +171/3320948 GOW J. Heberling,  
oberndorf@landgestuetcelle.de

Großenwörden

21712 Großenwörden, ph. +4775/8176,  
Fax ph. +4775/898353, ph. +172/3834065 GOW M. 
Grund, großenwoerden@landgestuetcelle.de

Ihlienworth

Osterstr. 17, 21775 Ihlienworth, ph. +4755/550,  
Fax ph. +4755/333097, ph. +172/5472543 GHW I. 
Beiser, ihlienworth@landgestuetcelle.de

Landesbrück

Landesbrück Nr. 38, 21734 Oederquart, ph. 
+4779/492, fax +4779/925251, ph. +171/7430486 1. 
HSM F. Müller, landesbrueck@landgestuetcelle.de

Ankum

Gestüt Schmidt-Ankum, Am Mersch 6, 49577 
Ankum, ph. +5462/1508, ph. +5462/742913, fax 
+5462/742914, ph. +173/2414335 GHW M. Müller, 
ankum@landgestuetcelle.de 

Carridam PJ (FS), ’12, bay, by Carrico/Quidam de Revel A

Da Costa (FS), Westf., ’13, dark bay by Dimaggio/Coriander

Diathletico (FS), ’16, black, by Diacontinus/Escudo A

Grey Butt (FS), ’16, grey,  
by Grey Top/Sunset Boulevard xx A

Perigueux (FS), ’02, chestnut, by Perpignon/Stakkato A

Nairobi de Muze (FS), BWP, grey, ‘13  
by Elvis ter Putte/Vigo D‘Arsouilles 

Rock Springs (FS), Westf., ‘12, bay,  
by Rock Forever/Fidertanz

Viscerado (FS), ’13, chestnut, by Viscount/Raphael A 

Von Und Zu (FS), ’17, chestnut, by Vitalis/Floriscount

Filsum

Hiltrud Meyer-Mäcken, Hoogeland 11, 26849 Filsum, 
Tel.: ph. +4957/225, fax +4957/990218,  
ph. +170/3204940, filsum@landgestuetcelle.de 

Figari (N), ‘07, dark bay by For Edition/Drosselklang A

Neuseriem

Norbert Glanzer, Jüchertor 57, 26427 Neuseriem/Esens, 
ph. +4971/4518, fax +4971/9249638,  
ph. +172/9545803, n.glanzer@gmx.de

Floris Prince (FS), ’11, chestnut,  
by Floriscount/Prince Thatch xx

Bawinkel

Haselünner Str. 52, 49844 Bawinkel, ph. +5963/484, ph. 
+5963/265, fax +5963/981577, ph. +174/1642180  
GOW O. Ostermeier, bawinkel@landgestuetcelle.de 

Nordhorn

Veldhauser Str. 391, 48527 Nordhorn, ph. +5921/ 
729642, fax +5921/7138980, ph. +173/2110508 
GHW J. Bogun, nordhorn@landgestuetcelle.de

Aurich

Schoolpad 47, 26605 Aurich/Popens, ph. +4941/67599, 
fax +4941/6040849, ph. +171/5370208 OSM J. Ilper,  
aurich@landgestuetcelle.de 

Bangstede

Gertrut Donken, Loogstr. 243, 26632 Ihlow/Bangstede, 
ph. +4928/228, Gertrud Donken,  
bangstede@landgestuetcelle.de 

Uphusen

Muteus Smidt, Uphusener Str. 197, 26725 Emden/
Uphusen, ph. +4921/21565, ph. +4921/31200,  
uphusen@landgestuetcelle.de

Other German State Studs
2 Landgestüt Marbach

EU-Besamungs- und Embryotranferstation Offenhau-
sen, 72532 Gomadingen, ph. +7385-968420 (fax 
9684220), Sabine Spaag,  besamung-offenhausen@
hul.bwl.de
Doctor Blue (FS,T,N), Westf., ’16, grey,  
by Durango VDL/Veron A

Vermeer (FS,T,N), ’17, bay, by Vitalis/Fürstenball

3 Landgestüt Moritzburg
Sächsische Gestütsverwaltung, Schloßallee 1,  
ph. +35207-890 101 (Fax 890 102)

Decurio (FS), ’08, black, by Desperados/Rotspon

Fair Deal (FS), Old., ’18, brown, by Franklin/Fürstenball

Forsyth FRH* (T), ’95, bay, by For Pleasure/Dorian A

Zenegro (FS), ’18, brown, by Zinedream/Stolzenberg

4 Landgestüt Neustadt/Dosse
Stiftung Brandenburgisches Haupt- und Landgestüt, 
Hauptgestüt 10, 16845 Neustadt/Dosse, ph. +33970-
50290 (Fax 5029622), info@neustaedter-gestuete.de

Chacco Chacco (FS,T), ’07, dark bay  
by Chacco-Blue/Stakkato A

Kamino Real (FS), DSP, ’18, dark bay by Karajan/Check In

Oganero P (FS), DSP, ’18, chestnut, by Ogano Sitte/Lyjanero

Vivanero (FS, T), ’18, black, by Vivaldi/Zonik

5 Landgestüt Redefin
Betriebsgelände 1, 19230 Redefin, Te. ph. +38854-
6200 (Fax 62011), info@landgestuet-redefin.de
Quudo Bö (FS), ’17, bay, by Qualito/Embassy

Privately owned stallions
6 Baum, Holger

Fohlenhof, Zollhof 4, 65719 Hofheim,  
fohlenhof@email.de

Stolypso (N,T), ’15, dark bay by Stolzenberg/Escudo

Forsyth FRH* (N), ’95, bay, For Pleasure/Dorian A

7 Beckmann, Mathieu
Aabauerschaft 15, 48493 Wettringen, ph. +2557-
928255, (Fax 928275), info@hengste-beckmann.de

Benicio (FS, T), ’05, Df., by Belissimo M/Velten Third

Life Time (FS), ’17, Df., by Livaldon/Fürstenball 

Taurus (FS), KWPN, ’17, dark bay by Toto jr./Apache

Vaderland (FS,T), Old., ’16, bay, by Vitalis/Krack C

8 Bigeng, Wenke
Ostlandstr. 12, 24784 Westerrönfeld, ph. +172-
2639228, wenkebigeng@gmx.de

Emil (FS,T), Holst., ’18, bay,  
by Emerald van het Ruytershof/Casall 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

9 Bramlage, Norbert
Bünner Ringstr. 52, 49413 Dinklage, ph. +4443-1295

Argento Vivo* (T), ’14, bay, by Armitage/Vulkano A

Goldfever II* (FS, T), ’04, dark bay by Grosso Z/Galvano

10 Brodhecker, Volker und Susanne
Burghof, 64560 Riedstadt, ph. +6158-3841 
(Fax 916480), volker@brodhecker-burghof.de

Che Guevara (FS), Holst., ‘01, chestnut,  
by Concept/Rebel Z A

Chilano Blue* (FS), ’14, bay, by Chacco’s Blue/Carenzo A

Cornet’s Cero (FS), Westf., ’16, grey, 
by Cornet Obolensky/Cero

11 Carstensen, Jürgen
Beckdeichweg 3, 25899 Bosbüll, ph. +4661-9349484 
(Fax 9349627), beckdeichweg@web.de

Robespierre (N), ’99, chestnut, Rosentau/Warkant

12 Ciesler, Dr. Bernd
Villa Heinecke, Fiemerstraße 9, 32278 Kirchlengern,  
ph. +151-55417254, info@horses-more.com

Rosenfels (FS, T), ’10, bay,  
by Romanov Blue Hors/Wolkenstein II
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Bienvenue (FS,T), ’19, black,  
by Bon Coeur/Lauries Crusador xx 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Cadeau Noir (FS, T),’10, black, by Christ/De Niro 

Coeur de Bella Donna (FS, T), OS, ’18, brown,  
by Cornet Obolensky/Baldini II

D’Egalite (FS, T), Westf., ’13, black,  
by Don Juan de Hus/Stedinger

DeLorean (FS, T) ’11, black, by Dancier/Weltmeyer

Democracy (FS, T), ’18, bay, by F-D’avie/Desperados

Fiancé (FS, T), KWPN, ’18, dark bay by Foundation/Wynton

Maracaná (FS,T) Westf., ’15, black,  
by Millennium/Lord Loxley

Morricone I (FS, T), Old., ’12, black,  
by Millennium/Rubin-Royal

Zinedream (FS, T), Westf., ’14, bay,  
by Zinedine/Contender A

20 Gestüt Letter Berg
Letter Berg 22, 48653 Coesfeld-Lette, ph. +2546-1715 
(Fax 760201) info@gestuet.de 
Isterberg V (FS), ’15, dark bay by Instertanz V/Belissimo M

Isterberg II (FS), ’18, chestnut, by Instertanz V/Belissimo M 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Spökenkieker (FS), ’14, brown by Spörcken/Rotspon

21 Gestüt Lichtenmoor
Lichtenmoor 15, 31622 Heemsen, ph. +5024-971444 
(8875770), info@gestuet-lichtenmoor.de 

Balou forever (FS), ’14, chestnut,  
by Balou du Rouet/Now or Never M

Benvenuto (FS), ’03, chestnut, by Breitling W/Weltmeyer

Gentleman (FS,T), ’12 bay, by Grey Top/Fabriano A

Lamberk’s Lord Landcrack (FS), ’11, bay,  
by Lamberk/Stakkato A

Shizeido GJ (FS), SWB, ’13, brown, by Sezuan/Danzas

22 Gestüt Rödgen
Rödgen 2, ph. +6343 Mansfeld, ph. +177-8877373, 
a.koch007@gmx.net 

Laurent (N), ’02, dark bay by Lauries Crusador xx/Wittinger

Royal Classic II* (N), ’11, black, by Royal Highness/Florestan

23 Gestüt Schafhof
Schwalbacher Str., 61476 Kronberg/Taunus,  
ph. +6173-9216-0, gestuet@schafhof.com

Bretton Woods (FS,T), KWPN, ’06, black,  
by Johnnson/De Niro 

Destacado* (FS, T), ’13, chestnut, by Desperados/Londonderry

Don Frederic (T), ’09, chestnut, by Don Frederico/Wolkentanz

Feuertanz (T), ’13, chestnut, by Foundation/Breitling W

Fiducioso (FS), ’17, brown, by Foundation/Dancier 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Foundation (FS, T), ’08, bay, by Fidertanz/De Vito

Maddox Mart (FS), KWPN, ’17, black,  
by Hennessy/Bordeaux

Thiago (FS, T), Old., ’13, liver chestnut, by Totilas/Warkant

Totilas (T), KWPN, ’00, black, Gribaldi/Glendale

24 Gestüt W.M.
Buchholz 5a, 27374 Visselhövede, ph. +4262-9188700 
(Fax 9188701), ph. +176-89024053, info@gestuet-wm.eu

Bon Courage (FS,T), ’16, Df., by Bon Coeur/Vivaldi

Fantastic (FS, T), ’10, black,  
by Fürst Romancier/Sandro Hit

Finest (FS, T), ’11, black, by Fürstenball/Wie Weltmeyer

Secret (FS, T), DSP, ’14, brown, by Sezuan/St. Moritz

Segantini (FS, T), ’18, dark bay by Secret/Fidermark

25 Gut Schönweide
Adrian Gasser, Gut Schönweide 1, 24329 Grebin,  
ph. +4383-5189193, gasser@schoenweide.de

D’Asti (FS), ‚19, bay, by Da Costa/Lauries Crusador xx 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance tes

Follow Him’s Schönweide (FS,T), Old., ’15,  
dark bay by Follow Me/Sir Donnerhall

Fürst Fabrice (FS,T), Old., ’14, bay,  
by Fürstenball/Sandro Hit

Sky (FS,T), ’18, liver chestnut, by Sezuan/Sir Donnerhall

26 Gut Wettlkam
Thomas Müller, Wettlkam 39, 83624 Otterfing

F-D’avie (FS,T), ’12,  
chestnut, by Don Juan de Hus/Londonderry

27 Helgstrand Dressage Germany
Legenhausen 10, 28857 Syke, ph. +171-77477646, 
hengste@helgstranddressage.dk 

Rheinglanz (FS), Trak, ’18,  
dark bay by Helium/Couracius

28 Hengststation Ahlers
Wulfsweg 1, 26209 Hatten, ph. +4481-8142  
(Fax 7590), info@hengststation-ahlers.de

Best of Gold (FS), Old., ’09, liver chestnut,  
by Belissimo M/Diamond Hit

Bon Vivaldi (FS, T), Westf., ’16, bay, by Benicio/Vivaldi

Stallions

13 Deckstation Böckmann
Böckmann Pferde GmbH, Osterfekd 7, 49688 Lastrup-
Hamstrup, ph. +4472-688560 (Fax 6885618), info@
boeckmann-pferde.com

Checkter (FS, T), OS, ’13, grey, by Cellestial/Lord Pezi A

Fidertanz (FS,T), Rhld., ’02, dark bay by Fidermark/Ravallo

Fire and Ice J (FS,T), Westf., ’10, bay, 
For Contest/Coronino A

Floriscount (FS,T), Old., ’05, chestnut,  
by Florencio/Donnerhall

Ogano Sitte (FS,T), BWP, ’98, chestnut, by Darco/Avontuur A

Victorianus (FS), ’18, dark bay by Vitalis/Rubin-Royal 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

14 Deckstation Georgi
Bergstraße 12, ph. +8107 Kirchberg, ph. +152-33782778

Daghestani (T), ’15, grey, by Diacontinus/Levistan

15 Deckstation Maas J. Hell
Horster Landstr. 42, 25365 Klein Offenseth- 
Sparrieshoop, ph. +4126-38272, info@stallhell.de

Acodetto (FS,T), Holst., ’01, bay,  
by Acorado/Contender A

Calido (FS,T), Holst., ’91, grey, by Cantus/Coriander A

Canstakko (FS,T), ’05, bay, by Canturo/Stakkato A

Central Park (FS,T), Holst., ’13, black,  
by Casall/Contender

Quiwi Capitol (FS,T), Holst., ’14, grey,  
by Quiwi Dream/Cero

16 Dressurpferde-Leistungszentrum
Lodbergen, Zum Jägereck 2, 49624 Löningen/ 
Lodbergen, ph. +5432-2182 (Fax 904456),  
info@dressurleistungszentrum.de

Bellany (FS), Old., ’17, Df., by Bon Cœur/De Niro

Dante Weltino (T), Old., ’07, black,  
by Danone/Welt Hit II

For Romance (FS, T), Old., ’09, dark bay  
by Fürst Romancier/Sir Donnerhall

La Vie (FS,T), ’15, Df., by Livaldon/Scolari

Rock for Me (FS,T), Westf., ’11, dark bay  
by Rock Forever/Florencio I

Rubin-Royal (T), Old., ’96, dark bay  
by Rohdiamant/Grundstein II

17 Dressurstall Krohn
Susanne Krohn u. Heiko Soika GbR, Dorfstr. 58, 24589 
Dätgen, ph. +173-1423737, susannekrohn@icloud.
com

Titolas (FS,T), ’12, black, by Totilas/Stedinger

18 EU-Samendepot Struck
Siemener Str. 3, 29476 Gusborn, ph. +172-4299001 
pferdestruck@freenet.de

Asti’s Amsterdam (T), ’01, bay,  
by As di Villagana/Calypso II A

19 Gestüt Bonhomme
Rebecca Gutman, Fuchsberg 1a, 14542 Werder, ph. 
+3327-570591 (Fax 570592),  
info@gestuet-bonhomme.de 

If a mare that is a carrier of the gene 
mutation for WFFS is bred to a stallion 
that is not a carrier, then a clinically 
healthy foal is born in any case. The risk 
that this foal is also a carrier is 50 
percent. If a carrier mare is bred to a 
carrier stallion, then the risk of a 
diseased foal being born is 25 percent. 
Such foals are not viable. It is assumed 
that premature births and abortions 
occur even before a normal birth. Mares 
can be tested here: www.laboklin.com. 
The Hannoveraner Verband has made an 
agreement with the laboratory that 
ensures favourable conditions for the 
Hannoveraner breeder.
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29 Hengststation Ahlmann
Dirk Ahlmann, Vierthstr. 82, 25593 Rehr,  
ph. +4876-900278, fax +4876-900279,  
info@stall-ahlmann.de 

Baloucan (FS,T), Holst., ’13, chestnut,  
by Baloubet du Rouet/Cancara A

Cascadello (FS, T), Holst., ’09, bay, by Casall/Clearway A

Charleston (FS, T), Holst, ’13, grey,  
by Cascadello/Cantus A

Madness (FS,T), KWPN, ’17, chestnut,  
by Kannan/Emerald van het Ruytershof 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

30 Hengststation Ferienhof Stücker
Georg Wilbers,Brückerhöfe 3, 47652 Weeze,  
ph. +2837-2324, christiane.wilbers@t-online.de

Bloomberg (FS), ’17, brown, by Bon Coeur/Don Index

31 Hengststation Gut Neuenhof
52385 Nideggen, Tel: ph. +2427-4560400 (Fax: 
4560409), hengststation@gestuet-neuenhof.de

Caressini (FS), Westf., ’10, grey, by Carento/Cassini A

Cashmere (FS), Westf., ’15, bay, by Cristallo/Contender A

Escolar (FS), Westf., ’09, bay,  
by Estobar NRW/Fürst Piccolo

Estobar NRW (FS), Westf., ’04, bay,  
by Ehrentusch/Ferragamo

Goldberg (FS), KWPN, ‘11, brown,  
by Amazing Star/San Remo

Vainqueur (FS), ’13, chestnut by Vivaldi/Rubioso N

32 Hengststation Hof Perlberg
Beate Vollmers-Höhl, Hof Perlberg 1, 21684 Stade,  
Tel.: ph. +4141-98090

Donnersmarck (N), ’99, dark bay by Davignon/Arogno

33 Hengststation Hoffrogge
Hardt, Beslener Straße 70, 46282 Dorsten,  
ph. +173-7953412, info@hengststation-hoffrogge.de 

Asagao xx (FS), ’09, chestnut, by Tertullian xx/Tagel xx 

Bonds (FS), Old., ’13, liver chestnut,  
by Benicio/Sir Donnerhall

Destello (FS), Old., ’15, Df., by Dimaggio/Fürst Fugger

Iowa Gold (FS), Old., ’17, black, by Ibiza/De Niro 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Kros (FS), Trak., ’13, dark bay by Ajbek/Sword xx

Si Bon (FS), Old., ’18, dark bay by Sir Donnerhall/Fürst Heinrich 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Zuperman (FS), Old., ’17, dark bay  
by Vincent Maranel/Destano 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

34 Hengststation Holkenbrink
Wilhelm Holkenbrink, Oberort 20, 48163 Münster,  
ph. +2536-1098 (Fax 8660),  
info@hengststation-holkenbrink.de

Fashion in Black NRW (FS), Westf., ’15,  
brown, by For Romance/Lauries Crusador xx 

Franziskus (FS,T), ’08, dark bay by Fidertanz/Alabaster

Franz Joseph Junior (FS), Westf., ’16,  
by Franziskus/Rock Forever

35 Hengststation Dr. Martina Korte
Otten Damm 62, 49525 Lengerich, Tel.: ph. +5484-577 

Ballettmeister (FS), ’03, dark bay by Brentano II/Weltmeyer

36 Hengststation Jens Meyer
Dorumer Altendeich 8, 27632 Dorum, ph. +4742-
922143 (Fax 922149) hengststation.meyer@t-online.de 

Damsey (FS,T), ’02, bay, by Dressage Royal/Ritual

37 Hengststation Meyerhof
Eichenstraße 5, 31174 Ahstedt, ph. +172-5124507, 
info@hengststation.meyerhof.de

St. Athletique (FS), ’18, brown, by St. Schufro/Hofrat

38 Hengststation Schult
Bergschlagweg 45, 46569 Hünxe, ph. +2064-30369 
(Fax 397947), info@hengststation-schult.de

Alaba (FS), Rhld., ’12, grey,  
by Arpeggio/Cassini Boy Junior A

Valdiviani (FS,T), ’16, bay, by Veneno/Fidertanz

39 Hengststation Sven Völz
Edendorfer Str. 29, 29553 Bienenbüttel,  
ph. +5823-955520, ph. +173-9461518

Brantzau (FS), SF, ‘11, chestnut,  
by Baloubet du Rouet/Carthago A

Colman (FS, T), Holst.,’96, grey, by Carthago/Lord A

Cornet’s Quaprice (FS,T), Z.Rpf., ’16, grey,  
by Cornet Obolensky/Quaprice

Diamant van Klapscheut Z (FS,T), Z.Rpf., ’16, black,  
by Diamant de Semilly/Cicero Z

Glasgow van’t Merelsnest (FS), BWP, ’06, bay,  
by Nabab de Reve/Darco A

Jasper (FS), BWP, ’09, bay, by Heartbreaker/Darco A

Zirocco Blue (FS), SF, ’04, grey, by Mr. Blue/Voltaire A

40 Hinnemann, Johann
Krüsterhof 1, 46562 Voerde, ph. +2855-6381  
(Fax 82173), info@johann-hinnemann.com

Ellis (FS), Westf., ’16, bay, by Escolar/Dimaggio

Faszination de Malleret (FS), ’19, bay,  
by Fürst Belissaro/San Remo 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

For Gold (FS), Old., ’14, dark bay by Franziskus/Zack

San to Alati (FS), ’18, chestnut, V. Secret/Belissimo M 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

41 Hof Fehmbusch
Andrea Engeler-Bading, Fehmbusch 25, 21376 Eyendorf

San Remo (T), Old., ’01, black,  
by Sandro Hit/Donnerhall

42 Jacholke, Horst
Növenthien 31, 29562 Suhlendorf, ph. +5820-1700 
(Fax 1308)

Stolzenfels (T), ’05, chestnut,  
by Stolzenberg/Wendengott

43 Kusel, Jörn
Schützenstr. 1, 27374 Visselhövede, ph. +4262-956540 
(Fax 957380), info@sportpferde-kusel.de

Regilio (N), KWPN, ’98, bay, by Heartbreaker/Burggraaf

44 Lukat, Nicole
Albringhausen 44, 27211 Bassum, ph. +172-4272456, 
n.lukat@yahoo.de

Tipsy’s Pet xx (N), ’03, brown,  
by Zinaad xx/Königsstuhl xx

45 Pape, Ingo
Stader Str. 108, 21745 Hemmoor-Basbeck,  
ph. +4771-2384 (Fax 2465), ingo.pape@t-online.de

Despacito (FS), ’15, black, by Don Nobless/Sandro Hit 

Don Nobless (FS,T), ’07, black,  
by Dancier/Don Davidoff

Fusionist (FS), ’16, bay, by Franklin/Ehrentanz

Macchiato (FS), Westf., ’17, dark bay  
by Morricone/Just Perfect 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Santos* (FS), Old., ’18, black, by Secret/Don Schufro

Scolari (FS), ’04, bay, by Sandro Hit/De Niro

V-Plus (FS,T), Old., ’14, black, by Vivaldi/Fürst Romancier

46 Moehrkenhof
Pferdegesundheitszentrum auf dem Möhrkenhof,  
Fabian Zemitzsch, Tarpanring 7, 24848 Kropp,  
ph. +176-63167714, info@deckstation-moehrkenhof.de

Boney M (FS), ’07, Df., by Belissimo M/Worldly

Almoretto (FS,T), Holst, ’00, chestnut,  
by Alcatraz/Coriander

Fürst Frederico (FS), ’08,  
dark bay by Fidertanz/Don Frederico

47 Poll, Hubertus
Höremer Weg 7, 29690 Gilten, ph. +5164-8397  
(Fax 8596), info@hoerem.de

Ivanhoe (FS,T), Trak., ’12, black, by Millennium/Hohenstein

Schwarzgold (FS, T), Trak., ’09, black, by Imperio/Consul

48 Reitstall Herbert Kruse
Nancy Kruse, Fahrenkrön 56, 22179 Hamburg,  
ph. +40 6426473, kruse@reitsallkruse.de

Don Libre K (N), ’17, black, by Don K/Likoto xx

49 Riesenbeck International
Surenburg 20, 48477 Riesenbeck, ph. +5454-99654 
(Fax 99655), hengste@ludger-beerbaum.de

Chubakko (FS), Holst., ’13, brown by Connor/Colman A

Colestus (FS, T), Westf. ’06, grey,  
by Cornet Cobolensky/Stakkato A

Comme le pére (FS), Rhld., ’14, bay,  
by Comme il fault/Contender A

Forlee (FS,T), Westf., ’17, bay, by For Pleasure/Comme il faut 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Mumbai van de Moerhoeve (T), BWP, ’12, grey,  
by Diamant de Semilly/Nabab de Reve A

Zinedine (FS, T), KWPN ’04, chestnut,  
by Guidam/Heartbreaker A
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Sir Donnerhall (FS, T), Old., ’01, dark bay  
by Sandro Hit/Donnerhall

Total Diamond PS (FS, T), Old., brown,  
by Totilas/Sir Donnerhall

Total Hope (FS, T), Old., ’12, black, by Totilas/Don Schufro

Totilas (T), KWPN, ’00, black, by Gribaldi/Glendale

Varihoka du Temple (FS, T), SF, ’09, bay,  
by Luigi d‘Amaury/Kannan A

Vitalis (FS,T), KWPN, ‘07, Df., by Vivaldi/D.Day

Vivaldon (FS, T), Old., ’15, dark bay by Vivaldi/Diamond Hit 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Zauberlehrling PS (FS, T), Old., ’17, brown,  
by Zonik/Sir Donnerhall

52 Schridde, Claus jun.
Hauptstr. 10-12, 38368 Querenhorst,  
ph. +5358-970813, claus.schridde@t-online.de

Acomet (N), Rhld., ’00, bay, by Arpeggio/Pilot A

Contendro II (N), Holst., ’01, bay, by Contender/Reichsgraf A

53 Söderhof
Dr. Frank Lehnhardt, Hünzingen, 29664 Walsrode,  
ph. +5161-49036 (Fax 47897), info@soederhof.de

L’Elu de Dun AA (FS, T), ’99, brown,  
by Prima D’Or AA/Fol Avril AA A

Rock of Romance xx (FS), ’10, brown,  
by Rock of Gribaltar xx/Indian Ridge xx

54 Sosath, Gerd
Depenflether Str. 5, 27809 Lemwerder,  
ph. +421-675863 (Fax 678864), post@sosath.com 

Cador (FS, T), Old., ’05, bay, by Catoki/Landor S A

Casino Berlin* (FS, T), Old., ’08, grey  
by Caspar/Landor S A

Casino Grande* (FS, T), Old., ’10, bay,  
by Casino Berlin/Contact Me A

Casalido (FS,T), Holst., ‘11, dark bay by Casall/Calido A

Casiro* (FS, T), Holst., ’02, bay, Cassini/Landgraf A

Comme Prévu (FS,T), ’13, brown,  
by Comme il faut/Quinta Real A

Federer (FS,T), ’18, dark bay by Farrell/Livaldon 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Finishing Touch Wareslage (FS,T), KWPN, ’05, dark bay  
by Quival/Toulon A

For Austria (FS,T), Old., ’17, dark bay  
by For Romance/Diamond Hit 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

For Dance (FS, T), Rhld., ’13, bay, by For Romance/Rubiloh

Herakles (FS,T), Old., ’12, bay, by Catoki/Landor S

Like Pleasure M (FS,T), KWPN, ’16, chestnut,  
by For Pleasure/Toulon

Moreno (FS,T), Old, ’17,  
dark bay by Morricone/San Amour 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Ogano (FS,T), BWP, ’12, bay, by Ogano Sitte/Diarado A

Vagabond (FS,T), KWPN, ’15, brown,  
by Vagabond de la Pomme/C-Indoctro A

50 Schmidt, Heiko
Lindenstr.11, 19386 Neu Benthen, ph. +38720-80764 
(Fax 88522), hk-schmidt71@web.de 

Cellado (FS), Holst., ’18, grey, by Cellestial/Corrado

Cellestial (FS, T), Old., ‘94, grey,  
by Cantus/Windesi xx A

51 Schockemöhle, Paul
Pferdehaltungs GmbH, Münsterlandstr. 51, 49439 
Mühlen, ph. +5492-960100 (Fax 960111)

All Star (FS, T), ’03, bay, by Argentinus/Alme A

Balou du Rouet* (FS, T), Old., ’99, bay,  
by Baloubet du Rouet/Continue A

Baloutaire PS (FS, T), OS, ’11, dark bay  
by Balou de Rouet/Chacco-Blue

Casallco (FS,T), Holst., ’11, bay, by Casall/Contender A

Chacfly PS (FS, T), ’12, chestnut,  
by Chacco-Blue/Sir Shutterfly A

Chacoon Blue (FS, T) Meckl., ’09 grey, by Chacco Blue/Cartoon A

Conthalou (FS, T), OS, ’17, bay,  
by Conthargos/Balou du Rouet

Conthargos (FS, T), OS, ’04, dark bay  
by Converter/Carthago A 

Continental Blue (FS, T), OS, ’10, bay,  
by Conthargos/Chacco-Blue A

Contino-Quick PS (FS, T), OS, ’15, dark bay  
by Contendro I/Carinue A

Debutant PS (FS), Old., ’18, bay, by Deparon/Zonik

Diablue PS (FS, T), OS, ’17, chestnut, by Diaron/Stakkato

Diarado (FS, T), Holst., ’05, black,  
by Diamant De Semilly/Corado A

Diaron (FS, T), Old., ’12, grey, by Diarado/Come On A

Don Romance (FS, T), Old., ’16, dark bay  
by Dante Weltino/Sir Donnerhall

Donier, (FS, T), ’15, black, by De Niro/Totilas

Fair Deal (FS), Old., ’18, brown, by Franklin/Fürstenball

Feinrich (FS, T), Old, ’13, dark bay 
by Fürst Heinrich/Sir Donnerhall

Foundation (FS,T), ‘08, bay, by Fidertanz/De Vito

Fürst Jazz (FS, T), KWPN, ’13, chestnut,  
by Fürst Romancier/Paited Black

Fürst Romancier (FS, T), Old., ’04, brown,  
by Fürst Heinrich/Romancier

Fürst Toto* (FS, T), ‘15, dark bay by Fürstenball/Totilas

Fürst Zonik PS (FS, T), Old., ’17, brown,  
by Fürstenball/Zonik

Fürstenball (FS, T), Oldb., ’06, brown,  
by Fürst Heinrich/Donnerhall

Fürsten-Look* (FS,T), ‘11, black,  
by Fürstenball/Londonderry

Lord Europe (FS, T), Rhld., ’16, black,  
by Lord Leatherdale/Boston 

San Amour (FS, T), Old., ’04, brown,  
by Sandro Hit/Plaisir d’Amour

Sandro Hit (T), Old., ’93, brown,  
by Sandro Song/Ramino

Sezuan’s Donnerhall (FS, T), Old., ’15, Df.,  
by Sezaun/Sir Donnerhall

Vigotendro (FS,T), Z.Rpf, ’16, chestnut,  
by Vigo d’Arsouilles/Contendro I

Vivaldos (FS,T), ’16, chestnut, by Vivaldi/Desperados

55 Sprehe Hengste
Martin Sprehe, Zur Schemder Bergmark 21, 49439 
Steinfeld, ph. +5492-9606880, ph. +170-5526500,  
Fax ph. +5492-9606885, info@sprehe-hengste.de 

Dressage Royal (FS, T), Old., ’98, black,  
by Donnerhall/Rubinstein 

56 Stall Rosenbusch
Forkert GbR, Oberneulander Str. 85b, 28355 Bremen, 
ph. +421-259240 (fax 257198)

Schiller (N), ’11, dark bay by Spartacus/Cranach A

Calistro (N), Holst, ’01, Schi, by Carvallo/Cassini A

57 Tebbel, René
Prozessionsweg 2, 48488 Emsbüren,  
ph. +5903-9359372 (Fax 6947), info@rene-tebbel.de

Chacco’s Son II* (FS), Westf., ’11, bay,  
by Chacco-Blue/Lancer III A

Cornet’s Carpaccio RT (FS), Z.Rpf., ’17, dark bay  
by Cornet Obolensky/Carpaccio

Dia Corrado (FS), OS, ’14, bay,  
by Don Diarado/Corrado II A

For the Future (FS), Westf., ’16, bay,  
by For Pleasure/Nabab de Reve

Light On* (FS), Old., ’02, chestnut,  
by Lordanos/Landadel A

Rom (FS), ’18, chestnut, by Revolution/Donnerschwee

58 Tierarztpraxis Buchenhof
Buchenhof 2, 25578 Dägeling, ph. +4821-8047187, 
info@tierarztpraxis-buchenhof.de 

C’est un rêve (FS, T), Holst., ’16, dark bay  
by Comme il faut/Larimar

59 Wahler, Christoph
EU-Besamungsstation Klosterhof Medingen, 29549 Bad 
Bevensen, ph. +5821-986819 (Fax 986827),  
deckstation@klosterhof-medingen.de 

Borsalino (FS,T), Westf., ‘12, chestnut,  
by Boston/Fidermark

Damaschino (FS, T), ’16, Df., by Danone/Fidertanz

Danone (T), ’00, dark bay by De Niro/Weltmeyer

De Niro (T), ’93, black, by Donnerhall/Akzent II

Escalito (FS, T), Westf., ’15, bay, by Escolar/Conello 

Helium (FS, T), Trak., ’13, black, by Millennium/Induc

Karajan (FS, T), ’14, bay, by Kannan/Verdi A

Kataro (FS,T), ’18, bay, by Karajan/Perigueux 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Quantensprung* (FS, T), ’10, liver chestnut,  
by Quando-Quando/Donnerhall

Take That (FS,T), ’19, chestnut, by Totilas/Danciano 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Va’Pensiero (FS,T), ’17, bay, by Vitalis/Fürstenball 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test
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60 Walter, Otto
Alter Postweg 2, 27616 Beverstedt ph. +176 
99804248, info@otto-walter.com
Dinamic (N), ’03, chestnut, by Dimaggio/Rubinstein  

61 Windeler, Axel
Waller Heerstr. 117, 27283 Verden, ph. +4230-942667 
(Fax 942671), ph. +177-8225972
Dancing Brave (FS), Rhld, ’16, chestnut,  
by Don Juan de Hus/Lemony’s Nicket 

Don Martillo (FS), ’12, black,  
by Don Juan de Hus/Benetton Dream

62 Zuchthof Klatte
Heinrich Klatte, Klein Roscharden, 49688 Lastrup,  
ph. +4472-947510 (Fax 947512), info@klatte.de 

Air King (FS,TG), KWPN, ’14, brown, by Air Jordan/Contendro

Armison* (FS, T), BWP, ’14, chestnut, by Armitage/Cicero Z A

Charthago Blue (FS,T), OS, ’15, grey,  
by Chaccato/Charthago A

63 Zuchthof Wadenspanner
Bräuhofweg 1, 84056 Rottenburg, Tel.: ph. +8781-2734
Bowmore (FS), Old, ‚18, chestnut, by Bordeaux/Fürst 
Piccolo

Floricello (FS, T), Old., ’08, Df., by Florencio/Dormello

Va Bene (FS,T), DSP, ’16, chestnut, by Veneno/Belissimo M

Belgium

64 Gestüt Sonnenhof
Joseph Faymonville, Prümer Str. 8, 4780 St. Vith,  
info@sonnenhof.be
Lord Loxley* (FS,T), Rhld., ’99, bay,  
by Lord Sinclair/Weltmeyer

Denmark

65 Helgstrand Dressage
Uggerhalnevej 80, 9310 Vodskov, ph. +540-58958800, 
stallion@helgstranddressage.dk

Donkey Boy (FS), DK, ’12, bay, by Dancing Hit/Milan

In My Mind (FS), Westf., ’17, black, by Ibiza/Fidermark

France

66 Beligneux de le Haras
1702 Chemin des Sauvageres, ph. +9160 Servas, ph. 
+5454-99654 (Fax 99655), hengste@ludger-beerbaum.de
Colestus (FS, T), Westf. ’06, grey,  
by Cornet Obolensky/Stakkato A

67 Haras de Hus
La Chanie, 44390 Petit Mars, ph. +33-240723838, 
contact@harasdehus.com
Don Juan de Hus (T), KWPN, ’08, by Jazz/Krack C

Canada

68 Aileron Stables
Ruth A. Hanselpacker, R.R.# 3 2019 Selkirk Road, 
C0A 2A0 Belfast-Prince Edward Island, ph. +1-902-
6592614, hanselpacker@hotmail.com
Dauphin (FS,T), ’99, black, by Donnerhall/Feiner Stern

Rapture R (FS,T), USA, ’01, liver chestnut, by Rotspon/Donnerhall

69 Brinkmann, Gerrit und Ute
Equitop Farm, RR # 1, New Norway, Alberta T0B 3L0, 
ph. +1-780- 8552477, brinkmann@equitopfarm.com
Quidam Blue (FS, T), ’05,  
grey, by Quidam’s Rubin/Come On A

70 North Spring
Andrea Philipps und David Hopkins, 4275 Weiman 
Line, N0B 2T0 Wellesley, Ontario, ph. +1-5195022542, 
northspringacres@gmail.com
Gallant Reflection (FS,T), ZW, ’09, Df.,  
by Galant du Serein/Rohdiamant

Acodetto A 15

Acomet A 52

Air King 62

Alaba A 38

All Star A 51

Almoretto 46

Argento Vivo A 9

Armison A 62

Asagao xx 1, 33

Asti‘s Amsterdam A 18

Bach 1

Ballettmeister 35

Balou du Rouet A 51

Balou forever 21

Baloucan A 29

Baloutaire PS 51

Bellany 16

Ben Amour 1

Benetton Dream 74

Benicio 7

Benvenuto 21

Best of Gold 28

Bienvenue 19

Bloomberg 30

Bon Coeur 74

Bon Courage 24

Bon Vivaldi 28

Bonds 33

Boney M 46

Borsalino 59

Bourbon 1

Bowmore 63

Brantzau A 39

Bretton Woods 23

Brixton 1

Cadeau Noir 19

Cador A 54

Calido A 15

Calistro A 56

Calivio PJ 1

Canstakko A 15

Caressini A 31

Carnegie 1

Carridam PJ A 1

Casalido A 54

Casallco A 51

Cascadello A 29

Cashmere A 31

Casino Berlin A 54

Casino Grande A 54

Casiro A 54

Castle Creek 1

Caytens 1

Cellado 50

Cellestial A 50

Central Park 15

C‘est un rêve 58

Chacco Chacco A 4

Chacco‘s Son II A 57

Chacfly PS A 51

Chacoon Blue A 51

Charleston A 29

Charthago Blue A 62

Che Guevara A 10

Checkter A 13

Chilano Blue A 10

Chippendale 73

Chubakko A 49

Coeur de Bella Donna 19

Colestus A 49

Colestus A 66

Colman A 39

Comme le pére A 49

Comme Prévu A 54

Contendro II A 52

Conthalou 51

Conthargos A 51

Continental Blue A 51

Contino-Quick PS A 51

Cornet‘s Carpaccio RT  57

Cornet‘s Cero 10

Cornet‘s Quaprice 39

Da Costa 1

Daddy Cool 75

Daghestani 14

Damaschino 59

Damsey 36

Dancing Brave 61

Danone 59

Dante Weltino 16

Dauphin 68

De Niro 59

Debutant PS 51

D‘Asti 25

D‘Egalite 19

Decurio 3

DeLorean 19

Democracy 19

Despacito 1

Despacito 45

Destacado 23

Destello 33

Dia Corrado A 57

Dia Pleasure 1

Diablue PS 51

Diacontinus A 1

Diamant de Cador 1

Diamant van Klapscheut Z 39

Diarado A 51

Diaron A 51

Diathletico A 1

Dinamic 60

Diro A 1

Doctor Blue A 2

Dohnanyi 1

Don Frederic 23

Don Juan de Hus 67

Don Libre K 48

Don Martillo 61

Don Nobless 45

Don Romance 51

Donier 51

Donkey Boy 65

Donnersmarck 34

Dressage Royal 55

Edward 1

Ellis 40

Emil 8

Emilio Sánchez 1

Escalito 59

Escolar 31

Estobar NRW 31

Everdale 73

Fair Deal 3, 51

Fantastic 24

Fashion in Black NRW 34

Faszination de Malleret 40

F-D‘avie 26

Federer 54

Feinrich 51

Feuertanz 23

Fiancé 19

Fidertanz 13

Fiducioso 23

Figari A 1

Finest 24

Finishing Touch Wareslage A 54

Fire and Ice J A 13

Floricello 63

Floris Prince 1

Floriscount 1, 13

Follow Him‘s Schönweide 25

For Austria 54

For Dance 54

For Gold 40

State Stud stallions and privately owned stallions (in alphabetical order)
The numbers behind the stallion names indicate the number of the station where the stallion is stationed. The stallions that have been registered with the 
Hannoveraner Jumper Breeding Program are marked with A.
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Glamourdale (FS, T), KWPN, ’11, black,  
by Lord Leatherdale/Negro 

Kjento (FS,T), KWPN, ’15, black, by Negro/Jazz

Lantanas (T), KWPN, ’16, chestnut,  
by Sir Donnerhall/Hemmingway

Lord Leatherdale (FS), Rhld., ’03,  
dark bay by Lord Loxley/Ferragamo

Negro (FS,T), KWPN, ’95, black, by Ferro/Variant

Sweden

74 Lövsta Seminstation
Stjärnborgsvägen 1, 19491 Upplands Vaesby,  
ph. +46761738818, florian@lovstastuteri.com

Bon Coeur (T), ‘12, black,  
by Benetton Dream/Sandro Hit

Benetton Dream (T), ’04, dark bay by Brentano ll/Rotspon

South Africa

75 Cellehof Stud
Karen und Dominey Alexander, 111 Mimosa Rd, Blue 
Hills AH, 1684 Kyalami, cellehof@mweb.co.za
Daddy Cool (FS), ’13, brown,  
by Don Index/Lauries Crusador xx

Stallions

The Netherlands

71 Hengststation van Uytert B.V.
Van Heemstraweg 6, 6624 KJ Heerewaarden,  
ph. +31-487573203, info@uytert.nl

Fürst Jazz (FS, T), KWPN, ’13, chestnut,  
by Fürst Romancier/Paited Black

72 Stal Horn B.V.
Hengstenhouderij, De Mors 69, 7637 PD OUD  
Ottmarsum, ph. +31-541221416

Numero Uno (FS), KWPN, ’95, bay, 
by Achill-Libero/Lord Calando A

Van Gogh (FS), KWPN, ’02, bay,  
by Numero Uno/Bernstein A

73 Van Olst
Terheijdensspoor 9, 4911 BW Den Hout,  
ph. +31-162429360, info@vanolst-stables.nl

Chippendale (T), KWPN, ’07, dark bay  
by Lord Leatherdale/Negro

Everdale* (FS, T), KWPN, ’09, black,  
by Lord Leatherdale/Negro

For Romance 16

For the Future 57

Forlee 49

Forsyth A 3, 6

Foundation 23, 51

Franco Nero 1

Franz Joseph Junior 34

Franziskus 34

Friederich der Große 1

Fürst Belissaro 1

Fürst Fabrice 25

Fürst Frederico 46

Fürst Jazz 51

Fürst Jazz 71

Fürst Romancier 51

Fürst Toto 51

Fürst Zonik PS 51

Fürstenball 51

Fürsten-Look 51

Fürtsbischof 1

Fusionist 1, 45

Gallant Reflection 70

Gentleman A 21

Glamourdale 73

Glasgow van‘t Merelsnest A 39

Goldberg 31

Goldfever II 9

Grey Butt A 1

Grey Top A 1

Helium 59

Herakles 54

High Level 1

In My Mind 65

Iowa Gold 1

Iowa Gold 33

Isterberg II 20

Isterberg V 20

Ivanhoe 1, 47

Jasper A 39

Kamino Real 4

Karajan A 59

Karat du Plessis 1

Kataro 59

Khedira A 1

Kjento 73

Kros 1, 33

La Vie 16

Labbadio 1

Lamberk‘s Lord Landcrack 21

Lantanas 73

Laurent 22

L‘Elu de Dun AA A 53

Life Time 7

Light On A 57

Like Pleasure M 54

Livaldon 1

Lord Europe 51

Lord Leatherdale 73

Lord Loxley  64

Macchiato 45

Maddox Mart 23

Madness 29

Marcaná 19

Million Capital HH 30

Moreno 54

Mumbai v. d Moerhoeve A 49

Nabucco AA 20

Nairobi de Muze 1

Nechristo 1

Negro 73

Numero Uno A 72

Oganero P 4

Ogano A 54

Ogano Sitte A 13

Olymp 20

Perigueux A 1

Pilothago 30

Quantensprung 59

Quaterman II 21

Quidam Blue A 69

Quiwi Capitol 15

Quudo Bö 5

Rapture R 68

Regilio 43

Rheinglanz  27

Rheinland 

Robespierre 11

Rock for Me 16

Rock of Romance xx 53

Rock Springs 1

Rockdale 1

Rom 57

Rosenfels 12

Royal Classic II 22

Rubin-Royal 16

San Amour 51

San Remo 41

San to Alati 40

Sandro Hit 51

Santos 45

Schiller A 56

Schwarzgold 1, 47

Scolari 1, 45

Secret 24

Segantini 24

Sezuan‘s Donnerhall 51

Shizeido GJ 21

Shu Fu 1

Si Bon 33

Sir Donnerhall 51

Sky 25

Spökenkieker 20

St. Athletique 37

Stanley A 1

Stolypso 6

Stolzenberg A 1

Stolzenfels 42

Take That 59

Taurus 7

Thiago 23

Tipsy‘s Pet xx 44

Titolas 17

Total Diamond PS 51

Total Hope 51

Totilas 23, 51

Va Bene 63

Vaderland 1

Vaderland 7

Vagabond A 54

Vainqueur 31

Valdiviani 38

Valensky A 1

Van Gogh A 72

Va‘Pensiero 59

Varihoka du Temple A 51

Venido 1

Vermeer 2

Victorianus 13

Vidar 1

Vigotendro 54

Viscerado A 1

Viscount 1

Vitalis 51

Vivaldon 51

Vivaldos 54

Vivanero 4

Von Und Zu 1

V-Plus 1

V-Plus 45

Zakaria 1

Zanegro 3

Zauberlehrling PS 51

Zinedine A 49

Zinedream A 19

Zirocco Blue A 39

Zoom 1

Zuperman 31

D) Stud book Rheinland 
The stallions listed below are registered in the stud 
book for the Rhenish Riding Horse.

20 Gestüt Letter Berg
Letter Berg 22, 48653 Coesfeld-Lette, ph. +2546-1715 
(Fax 760201) info@gestuet.de 

Nabucco AA (FS), ’02, bay, by Najeeb AA/Radautz 
The registration in the stallion book I will only be made 
after passing the age-appropriate stallion performance test

Olymp (FS) Trak., ’18, bay, by Helium/Imperio

21 Gestüt Lichtenmoor
Lichtenmoor 15, 31622 Heemsen, ph. +5024-971444 
(8875770), info@gestuet-lichtenmoor.de 

Quaterman II (FS, T), DSP, ’05, black, 
by Quando-Quando/Roccodero B

30 Hengststation Ferienhof Stücker
Georg Wilbers, Brückerhöfe 3, 47652 Weeze,  
ph. +2837-2324, christiane.wilbers@t-online.de

Million Capital HH (FS), DSP, ’17, bay,  
by Million Dollar/Con Capitol

Pilothago (FS), KWPN, ’10, bay, by Pilot/Carthago


